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Commandments of God vs C's of Men

For the Special Truths He has given us for this Time. Rejoice Virgin Parable. Did you receive the SERIES #4 = ?Ann DeMichael, Jane, Youngstown, Ohio. 44515. "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"
A COMMUNITY LETTER

A BULLETIN BOARD.

I write "COMMUNITY LETTERS" = 10 at a Time. But when I saw the Letters piled up when I got Home = I thought I would resort to a different Method. [But did not.]

So therefore this will be part of a BULLETIN BOARD and will get the Press going to run this off and keep it going for some Time. (I can do this by running it every 2 or 3 days.) (Cleaning the Press takes 2 hours work.) [But did not.]

OREGON.

Car Mileage 112826 = when I returned July 11, 1976 =
Car Mileage 115521 = 2,695 miles.

Bro. Fritz Alseth put on quite a few HUNDRED miles on his Vehicle = chauffering me around. The way he arranged for the Meetings was wonderful. He is everyone's friend. He saw that I was well looked after. I thank you all for your wonderful hospitality.

The first day going South I lost 2 hours in Spokane having the Tape-Recorders checked out to find out how best to operate them. So I arrived at Ruch (Jacksonville) Oregon = 2 A.M. that same Day. (That same Night.)

Gas = 148.6 Gallons = $100.62. 2,695 miles = does that come to 17 miles to the Gallon? Not bad. (USA Gallons.)

Alternator $48.30 = Regulator $19.60 = Lubrication = Total other car expenses = $98.00. (TOTAL = $200.00.)

Lynd Rasmussen's ARCO Super-Service = (Teaches Sunday-School) but he came out Sunday 6:30 A.M. because the Alternator was not charging. He does not know why = but Regulator shorted out and burnt out Regulator and melted rubber off wire = could have started a fire.

He took every precaution not to let that happen again = quick-charged the Battery = put in a new Regulator = turned on the Key for a few seconds BEFORE starting the NEW REGULATOR = so there would be no sudden POWER-SURGE, and everything went smoothly = NO CHARGE. A man worth knowing. This man has had miraculous experiences in HEALING and MIRACLES and FAITH. But he believes in HELL = can that be of God? It is going to be Hard to DENY the Last Day Miracle-Workers and come "Face to Face" with it and declare it from the Devil. Perhaps the Lord in mercy healed his son's broken + shattered Leg = and perhaps I was sent there to make him think about the Truth about Hell. I hope so. -1- EW 263,88.
It is going to be very hard to come out flat-footed in the Days that we Face = and declare that Satan has the Power to HEAL. GC 624, 612, 553, 559-562, 589. (372, 376-379, 406, 430, 442-3.) (These same pages also reveal that God will Heal = how can we know the Difference? There are many ways = "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS." Ye shall KNOW them when they make FALSE PREDICTIONS + misquote Scriptural Truths. Deny the LAW. Deny WORKS. Deny CHARACTER=BUILDING. Deny the MOST HOLY PLACE. For Satan gives them "MUCH POWER" outside of the THIRD ANGEL'S MOST HOLY PLACE. EW 56, 254-6. 1846 Broadside. PT 71-2. "These WORKS of apparent HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the _TEST._" SM 2:53-4, 95, 100. RH A4:262,570. MM 62.)

HOME

Left Haworth's = 6:30 A.M. Sunday July 11, 1976. Took till 8 A.M. to repair Alternator + Regulator. Doubt if I can make the Line (into Canada) before Midnight. Meaning I have to stay overnight some place. Came to BEND, Oregon = 12 Noon. Came to the Columbia River = THE DALLES, Oregon = 3:30 P.M. Into CANADA = 11 P.M. HOME= 11:30 PM.

A most enjoyable Trip = I thank you all for your wonderful Hospitality. Thank you.

I find people all mixed up on EVENTS and in their ORDER. Two reasons for this. Prophets that run without being sent. And the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists with Headquarters in Hades and Washington, D.C. = CHANGING the Books. Now try and figure it out.

As an example = when to Flee = ??? Is this not the crucial, or one of the crucial Points = ??? So how about mixing the Books up when the Book came to that very Point =

ORIGINAL T884 GC=Sop 4:445 = "The people of God will then....." ("...will then FLEE.")

YOUR GC 616 = see the same words = MARK THEM = then find the REST of that SENTENCE = 10 pages away = !!! Find when to "FLEE!" = by trying to tie together what you read in your GC 616 with the rest of that SENTENCE = GC 626.

OR TAKE IT FROM THE ORIGINAL = 1884 GC=Sop 4:445.
OFFSHOOTS HELP US.

OFFSHOOTS from the Truth = whether they be found in the Church-Leadership or Reform = "...can do nothing AGAINST the Truth but FOR the Truth." 2 Cor.13:8.

"When THE SHAKING comes, by the introduction of FALSE THEORIES..." TM 112,89. SM 2:13. ".many would go out from us, giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of devils...False Prophets will arise and will deceive many. Everything is to be SHAKEN that can be SHAKEN... Call rebellion by its right name." SM 2:392-3.

God's people will not accept either the false theories nor the false prophets. "No longer consent to LISTEN without protest to the perversion of Truth. UNMASK the pretentious sophistries...for many are in DANGER." SM 1:196.

WHEN TO FLEE.

In meeting the False Prophets who raise false Alarms = false Time-Setting and Scare + Fear-Tactics = when we have to really dig to find the Answer =

We then see things in the Writings we would otherwise not see. So, thank you = False Prophet = for opening our eyes to the Truth = !!!!

In refuting the False Predictor = the Truth shines as a Light. Naturally = we DO NOT expect the PSYCHICS and the MEDIUMS and the DIVINERS and the NECROMANCERS and the SPELL-BINDERS and the ENCHANTERS and the WIZARDS and the SORCERERS and the WITCHES and the FORTUNE-TELLERS to appreciate our work of UNMASKING them by the Power of Truth. When their dire predictions fail to materialize. "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS."

"When a Prophet speaketh in the name of the Lord, if the thing follow not, nor come to pass, that is the thing which the Lord hath not spoken, but the Prophet hath spoken it PRESumptuously: thou shalt not be afraid of him." Deut. 18:22. "...that Prophet shall die." v.20.

"...thine hand shall be FIRST upon him to put him to DEATH, and afterwards the hand of all the people. And thou shalt stone him with stones, that he die...And all Israel shall hear and fear." Deut. 13:9-11. "So shalt thou put the evil away......... from the midst of thee...Thou shalt not consent unto him, nor hearken unto him...neither shalt thou conceal him." v.5,8:

(But this evil generation HONORS him = !!!)
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WHEN TO FLEE.

IT IS TRUE = that we should leave the Labor Unions.
IT IS TRUE = that we should have left the Cities.
IT IS TRUE = that we should be out in the Country.
IT IS TRUE = that we should sell EXTRA property.
IT IS TRUE = that we should help the Last Message.

BUT it is also True = that some cannot leave.
CHILDREN cannot leave their Parents.
WIVES cannot leave their Husbands.
SOME have a Duty to do in their Time and Place.

BUT there is a: "NOW!" = when the: "LIGHT penetrates EVERYWHERE" and the: "HONEST children of God SEVERE the BANDS that have held them. FAMILY connections, CHURCH relations, are POWERLESS to stay them now." 1884 GC=SoP 4:430. GC 612.

AS WE MEET THE FALSE PROPHETS who spread abroad thru the land untold THOUSANDS of Reprints of that AMERICAN MERCURY scare "OPERATION '76" article from Winter, 1966 = by W. Henry MacFarland =

BUT WHO PAID NO ATTENTION to other Magazine articles that put a Balance on the Question by revealing that God has not let the:"ONE-WORLDERS" take over just yet.

For the Winds are to be held for the SEALING. EW 36-8.

Now that we have to meet the EMOTIONALISTS that permit their EMOTIONS to run away with them = we see as we never saw it before = when the FINAL MESSAGE TO FLEE is given = let us notice the following POINTS and EVENTS in their ORDER =

Some of the EMOTIONALISTS wanted us to leave our Posts of Duty and Stop all Work for the Church and the World, for they declared that the Time for their Salvation was Past.

What did that Mean? It actually meant that Souls that MIGHT have been Saved by the Last Message = would be Lost while the Saints(?) = were getting themselves to a place of Safety.

"And many FALSE PROPHETS shall arise, and shall deceive many." False Christs did arise, deceiving the people, AND LEADING GREAT NUMBERS into the desert. MAGICIANS and SORCERERS, claiming miraculous power, drew the people AFTER THEM INTO THE MOUNTAIN SOLITUDES. But this prophecy
was also spoken for the Last Days. COMPANIES INSPIRED BY SATAN will be formed to deceive and delude. This will be a SIGN of the second Advent." RH A3:633. Dec.20,1898. DA 631.

So when the real SIGN to FLEE is given = they will regard it on a Level with the Messages of the FALSE TIME-PROPHETS and remain where they are = and be: "SITTING DUCKS."

Since we go by the ORIGINAL WRITINGS and NOT by the Books the Adventists have CHANGED = we continue reading from the R&H ARTICLES =

"When ye therefore shall see the ABOMINATION of DESOLATION, spoken of by Daniel the Prophet, stand in the holy place. (whoso readeth, let him understand), then let them which be in Judea FLEE into the mountains [let there be no presumptuous dallying]...." RH A3:633. Dec.20,1898.

We have been indeed BLIND and DEAF and DUMB = and did not see the REAL TIME TO FLEE = that is to say, as said before = we SHOULD have MOVED out of the Cities before = but those who did not or could not = there is a FINAL TIME TO FLEE = the LAST TIME TO FLEE = and that is LATER THAN WE THINK = it is in the PLAGUES = when NOTHING can be done for Souls any more = it is too late.

READ this for yourself to get all of it = for we are abbreviating in, as one wrote lately: "In telegram style."

THE TIME OF TROUBLE CHAPTER = pages as marked. 1884 SoP 4: 431= "An angel announces...the SEAL of God has been placed."
431= "THEN Jesus CEASES his intercession..."
431= "Every case has been decided..."
432= "...and Satans entire control...the Time of Trouble."
436= "I will keep thee from the hour of temptation."
440-442= Just BEFORE this Time = while probation was still open = the spirits of Devils and finally the Devil himself will go to the Kings of the earth and to the whole world = to deceive: "THE CHURCH."
443= "To all the TESTING TIME will come."
444-5= "...and a DECREE will finally be issued...to put them to death...THE PEOPLE OF GOD WILL THEN FLEE from the Cities and Villages, and associate together in Companies...in the most desolate and solitary places."

You do not LIKE the above? You do not BELIEVE the above? We are only reporting what is written. Even though your GC has been CHANGED = it says basically the SAME. GC 616-626.
DO YOU REALIZE WHAT WE ARE TRYING TO TELL YOU = ???

(1) Many things that we might have believed before - we now have to change.

(2) "The people of God will THEN flee..." 1884 SoP 4:445. When is "THEN" = and where do they "THEN" flee FROM?

1884 GC=SoP 4:445(GC 616-626.) "The people of God will THEN flee from the cities and villages, and associate together in companies, dwelling in the most desolate and solitary places. Many will find refuge in the strongholds of the mountains...

"Though the people of God endure privation, and even suffer for want of food, they will not be left to perish. While God's judgments are visited upon the earth, and the wicked are DYING from hunger and thirst, angels provide the righteous with food and water."

WHEN TO FLEE = ???

EW 34. "...the sword, famine, pestilence, and great confusion in the land. The wicked thought that WE had brought the judgments upon THEM, and they rose up and took counsel to rid the earth of us, thinking that then the evil would be stayed.

"IN THE TIME OF TROUBLE we all fled from the cities and villages..."

THIS GIVES US THE TIME = THE LAST TIME = TO FLEE.

It is in the Plagues = in the Time of Trouble.(See above.)

WE HAD FONDLY THOUGHT = THAT WE WOULD SLIP AWAY IN THE NIGHT = and no one would see us go. IS THAT SO = ???

"IN THE TIME OF TROUBLE we all fled from the cities and villages, but were pursued by the wicked, WHO ENTERED THE HOUSES of the saints with a sword. They raised the sword to kill us, but it broke, and fell as powerless as a straw..." EW 34.

THERE WAS NO MIRACLE ABOUT US LEAVING = THE WICKED KNEW.

"Some are assailed in their flight from the cities and villages; but the swords raised against them break and fall as powerless as a straw. Others are defended by angels in the form of men of war...CELESTIAL BEINGS... IN THE FORM OF MEN..." 1884 GC=SoP 4:447-8.(GC 631.)

WHERE DO WE FLEE TO = ???

We have to be very careful here. Go back to top of p.5 = "Companies inspired by Satan..." = will cause some to
panic before the Time - and run. When they should be at their Post of Duty = giving the Last Message and saving souls. Instead they take off to save their own Hides. Some to the Hills, as shown on p.5. Some to Old Jerusalem.

AND HERE IS WHY = "Then I was pointed to some who are in the GREAT ERROR of believing that it is their duty to go to OLD JERUSALEM, and think they have a work to do there before the Lord comes...will have their minds there, and their MEANS will be withheld from the cause of present truth to get themselves and others there. I saw that such a mission would accomplish no real good...I saw that Satan had greatly deceived some in this thing and that souls all around them IN THIS LAND could be helped by them and led to keep the Commandments of God, but they were LEAVING them to perish...and that Satan was doing his utmost to lead the minds of the children of the Lord into these things NOW, in the GATHERING (SEALING) TIME." EW 75.

"I saw that the REASON WHY they were LEFT to go into this GREAT ERROR, is because they have not confessed and forsaken THEIR ERRORS, that they have been in for a NUMBER OF YEARS PAST." PT 87. RH Al:12. Nov. 1850.

We will have to Apologize = for believing some Tall Tales, by Gertrude Meyers = sent to me by Phyllis Dobson, Box 516, Patagonia, Ariz. 85624 = May 10, 1976.

That she = Gertrude Meyers = had helped Bro. and Sr. Felix A. Kiessling of THE RELIGIOUS LIBERTY + TEMPERANCE ASSOC. RT 3, Box 71-A, Clarksville, Ark. 72830.

"...left for Ontario, Canada. My friend, just here, Gertrude Meyers went to Ark. and got in on helping them move. He has fears of Russia taking us over July 4, 1976 as in the article by Am. Mercury some years ago... My husband feels Canada is no safer. What is your opinion?"

I agree with your Husband. I also agree with Mamma Mia and Felix Kiessling = WHO DID NOT MOVE = nor did they give their beautiful Trailer away as some Busy-body wanted them to do. THEIR LETTER = July 16, 1976.

Here they were WAITING for my advise = in their Letter = April 27, 1976 = and I did not Reply because of this FALSE Adventists everywhere are setting up:"TIME OF TROUBLE ADVENTISTS. But the places the Saints will Flee to at the
last = will NOT be Property that can be bought. If it is bought = it has a Title. If it has a Title = it is Registered with the Government = it is no Secret. No = the Saints do NOT flee to Titled property. They go to UNREGISTERED Forest and Government and Park Reserves. We are told it will be: "Prepared" places in the Mountains, Deserts, and Swamps. This could be Old Mines = (both Tunnels + Buildings) = Trappers Cabins, abandoned Logging Camps, Radar Stations, Forestry + Army Training Camps, and natural Caves. We are not to make any provisions for that.

We are to set up Health Centers, Printing Shops = both of these will go right up to the End.

**HEALTH REFORM.**

| 3T:161. | To prepare a people. MM 259. CH 20. 3T:61. |
| CH 575. | A work which is not yet done. |
| 1T:559. | To meet Events predicted in 3rd. Message. |
| 9T:158. | Straight Testimony needed re.... |
| CD 38. | Beware how you oppose. |
| 1T:493-4. | Devils do everything possible to hinder. |
| MM 275. | Keep health reform to the front. |
| CDF 454. | Ministers who disregard unfit as Messengers. |

**LITERATURE.**

| 8T:87. | Reach people can be reached no other way. |
| CT 530. | Ordained by God for spreading Truth. |
| 9T:122. | To Ends of the Earth. |
| CH 466. | Press to extend knowledge of... |
| GW 25. | To give Wings to Truth. |
| Ev. 570-1 | To reach foreigners in other Lands. |
| 4T:595. | To every Tongue and Nation. |
| CM 20. | Let Light shine forth everywhere. |
| 4T:592. | Light to whole World through.... |
| TM 407. | Men like Caleb needed by Presses.... |
| 9T:87. | Printed page ordained by God. |
| CM 20. | Reaches isolated people. |
| MM 323. | Spread Truth by.... |
| Ev. 413. | Establish Printing Plants all parts of Earth. |
| 5T:388. | Do work Ministers cannot do. |
| GW 456. | Operate in many parts of World. Ev.702. |
| 6T:333. | Sound last Warning by Colporteurs. |
| 6T:320. | Angels give success to.... |
| CM 8,141. | Takes place of living Preacher. |
| 6T:313. | Help to give Last Warning Message to World. |
SR. WHITE SAID TO READ ISAIAH=JEREMIAH=EZEKIEL=AND OTHER PROPHETS AS APPLYING TO OUR TIME =

We have already given you Warnings of False Prophets who lead people AHEAD=OF=TIME into the Mountains = led by Satan. (see p.4-5,7. RH A3:633. Dec.20,1898.)

Many of these may be Older people who will NEVER go thru the Plagues anyway = but will be laid to Rest. CH 375.

THOUSANDS of Dollars needlessly wasted which might have won Souls. EW 75. RH A1:12. A3:632. PT 87. Both the Prophets and those they led astray = BOTH will DIE!

"Then said the Lord unto me, Pray not for this people... When they fast, I will not hear their cry... I will not accept them..."

"Then said I, Ah, Lord God! behold, the Prophets say unto them, Ye shall NOT see the Sword, neither shall ye have Famine; but I will give you ASSURED PEACE in this place.

"Then the Lord said unto me, The Prophets prophesy LIES in my name: I sent them not...they prophesy unto you a false Vision and Divination, and a thing of NAUGHT, and the deceit of their heart...

"Yet they say, Sword and Famine shall not be in this land; By Sword and Famine shall those Prophets be consumed. And the PEOPLE to whom they prophesy shall be cast out in the streets of Jerusalem because of the Famine and the Sword; and they shall have none to bury them... we looked for Peace... and behold Trouble!...

"And I will Fan them with a Fan in the gates of the Land; I will bereave them of Children, I=will=destroy=My=people, since they return not from their ways."

"...let them return unto thee; but return not thou unto THEM." Jer. 14:11-16,19. 15:7,19.

Yes! Remember that! Let them return unto thee = but return not thou unto THEM! This is your only Protection.

"All who walk by the side of an Apostate = WILL be imbued by his spirit." TM 290. 4T:595-6. GC 505. 5T:198. 8T:120.

"A Companion of FOOLS shall be destroyed...destroyed for want of JUDGMENT." Prov. 13:20,23.

"A WISE man FEARETH, and departeth from evil: but the FOOL rageth, and is CONFIDENT." Prov.14:16. -9-
LOOK AT THAT STATEMENT AGAIN =
the one across the page = from Jer.14:....
Those who call on the people to remain in "JERUSALEM" (the Holy Sabbatarian City. 1884 GC=SoP 4:188. 1888 GC 266. (LEFT OUT of your GC =) "Said the angel of the Lord: "The holy city [the true church]..."")

By Sword and Famine shall those Prophets and those who follow them BACK into that unholy City = be trodden under foot. REMEMBER = the Prediction of the Doom of the unholy City = was DUAL in its application. 1884 GC 38.

"Satan was trying his every art to HOLD=THEM-WHERE=THEY=WERE= until the SEALING was past...and they left without a Shelter from...the 7 Last Plagues." EW 44.

THE MESSAGE OF THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE = the Midnight Cry = "Go ye out to meet Him!" = this is the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans = "The solemn Testimony upon which the DESTINY of THE CHURCH hangs." EW 270. 1T:181. EW 259.

What "Jew" would ever have believed that to be Saved = he would have to LEAVE that unholy City! LEAVE her to her World-Conquest Plans + Dreams.

"When the PROFESSED people of God are UNITING with the World...then, SUDDENLY as the LIGHTNING flashes from the Heavens, will come the END of their bright Visions and delusive Dreams." GC 338-9.

JERUSALEM.

"JERUSALEM is a representation of what THE CHURCH will be if it refuses to walk in the Light that God has given." 8T:67,133-4. PK 417,455. 5T:80.

SO "SPEWN OUT" means "GOING THRU =?"

"In the Balances of the Sanctuary the Seventh-day Adventist Church is to be weighed. SHE=WILL=BE=JUDGED...and... IF...on her will be pronounced the SENTENCE: "FOUND WANT-ING." By the Light bestowed, the opportunities given, will she be JUDGED." 8T:247.

"Let a CHURCH become PROUD and BOASTFUL...and THAT CHURCH will surely be LEFT by the Lord, to be brought down to the ground." 8T:127.

"Let the son of deceit and false witness be entertained by A CHURCH that has had great Light, great evidence, and THAT CHURCH will discard the MESSAGE the Lord has sent, and receive the most unreasonable assertions and false suppositions and false theories. SATAN LAUGHS
at their folly; for he knows what Truth is. MANY will stand in our Pulpits with the Torch of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands, kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan." TM 409.

A CAGE.
"THE WORLD must not be introduced into THE CHURCH, and married to THE CHURCH, forming a Bond of UNITY. Through this means THE CHURCH will become indeed corrupt, and as stated in Revelation, "a CAGE of every unclean and hateful bird." TM 265. RH A3:233. SM 2:67-8. 8T:118-120.

"These kindred heresies, and the rejection of THE TRUTH, convert THE CHURCH into BABYLON." SM 2:68.

THE MESSAGE TO THE LAODICEANS
"The Message to the Laodiceans is applicable to Seventy-day Adventists who have had great Light and have not walked in the Light. It is those who have made great PROFESSION, but have not kept in step with their Leader, that will be SPEWED OUT..."(and this Church did NOT become "BABYLON":in the time of this LETTER 16,1893.) SM 2:68. (Also = it is NOT the "CHURCH that KEEPS the Commandments of God" = of course not!)

That is NOT the "MESSAGE to be proclaimed AT=THIS=TIME."
TM 37. 1893. RH A3:76. Because:"AT=THE=PRESENT=TIME" = (1893) that CHURCH was NOT "BABYLON" because "BABYLON" was not yet FORMED! TM 50. That was NOT the "TRUE ISSUE FOR=THIS=TIME." TM 59. 1893. RH A3:82.

But the TIME is Coming = when the Adventist Church will JOIN with Billy Graham, Brinsmead, and Heppenstall = in UNITY with PAXTON = LARSON = PANNEMBERG = and many others = at what TIME = ???

ONE-SENTENCE=TELLS=ALL=
TIME = "As the Storm approaches =
HOW MANY = "A large Class =
WHO = "Who have PROFESSED faith in the Third WHAT'S = Angel's Message =
WRONG ??? = "But have NOT been SANCTIFIED through WHAT DO = OBEDIENCE to the Truth =
THEY DO ? = "Abandon their Position =
AND = "And JOIN the Ranks of the OPPOSITION." GC 608.

ARE THE CATHOLICS OUR MOST BITTER ENEMIES?
"By UNITING with THE WORLD...They become the MOST=BITTER= ENEMIES of their former Brethren...THESE APOSTATES." GC 608.
"...are the most efficient agents of Satan." (Same.)
Does a Baal-Priest that bows to the Hell-Fire god of Moloch on the Papal Sunday = "...the center of the worship of Ashtoreth, vilest and most degrading of all Canaanish forms of Idolatry." PK 229,255,282. PP 487.TM 410.

Before we enter into a Debate with the Baal-Priest as to the Difference between:"JUSTIFICATION" and "SANCTIFICATION" = we will Question his brazen Presumption that he even knows the FIRST THING about either one!

As Elijah's Baal-Priests = let him jump and slash himself and bawl about how:"SAVED!" he is = we will Mock all of it! As being, of all SINS = "...the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE...should NEVER be taught to say or to feel that they are SAVED. This is misleading... "I am Saved!"...They are UNPREPARED." COL 154-5.1900.

"I am Saved!"...No sanctified tongue will utter these words till Christ shall come." SM 1:314. 1890.

"...never DARE to say,"I am Saved!" SM 1:314.

"IGNORANCE and SELF-SUFFICIENCY go hand in hand." 316.

"The GRACE and RIGHTEOUSNESS of Christ will not avail for him who feels WHOLE, for him who THINKS he is reasonably good, who is CONTENTED with his own condition... You must have something SOLID for the FOUNDATION of your Faith...With the CONFESSION of the REPENTING, BELIEVING sinner, Christ mingles His own RIGHTEOUSNESS." SM 1:328-9.-

Let the Baal-Priests remember that it is Christ who grants His Righteousness on whosoever He will = that all Prayer OUTSIDE of the Most Holy Place is:"USELESS!"EW 261. Elijah would let them leap and bawl and declare how "SAVED!" they were = then he would take off 850 of their Heads = "Let not ONE of them escape!" PK 154. RH A6:362.

The last Message will be given with the Spirit of Elijah. GC 606-8. "The Lord speaks of those who CLAIM to believe the Truth for this time, yet see nothing inconsistent in their taking part in politics; MIXING with the contending elements of these Last Days, as the uncircumcised who mingle with the UNCIRCUMCISED, and he declares that He will destroy both classes together without distinction. ...He will condemn both alike...We are to come OUT from them and be SEPARATE...God calls to His people, saying, "Come OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE." FCE 482-3.
Elmer G. (Bud) Shuster,  
R.D. 1, Box 157A,  
Homer City, PA 15748.  

7:30 P.M. Tuesday -  
June 29, 1976. 

Dear Elder Hoehn: 

Thought I should write a letter to acknowledge the  
last COMMUNITY LETTERS. This should reach you on your re- 
turn from the South. It was good to get some news again.  
Today was sort of a lazy day after the storm, rain + hail.  
After a nap I did some checking in the INDEX and the SoP.  
I found this statement in COUNSELS ON HEALTH p.443. "As a  
people we have been given the work of making known THE  
PRINCIPLES OF HEALTH REFORM. There are some who think  
that the question of diet is not of sufficient importance  
to be included in their evangelistic work. But such make  
a GREAT MISTAKE. God's word declares,"Whether therefore  
ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the Glory  
of God." 1 Cor.10:31. The subject of TEMPERANCE, in all  
it's bearings, has an important place in the work of sal- 
vation."

Then at the bottom of the page, "The work of HEALTH RE- 
FORM is the Lord’s means for lessening suffering in our  
world and for PURIFYING HIS CHURCH..." Then page 445. "Re- 
form, CONTINUAL REFORM, MUST be kept before the PEOPLE,  
and by OUR EXAMPLE we MUST enforce our teachings...

Looking in the INDEX I find under BAKING POWDER: 

| Bread made with, not best... CD 319-20,343. |
| Compounds made with, unfit for stomach. CD 319-20,343. |
| In breadmaking, harmful + unnecessary. MH 300(CD 317,342.) |

Under SODA (salteratus): 

| Biscuits made yellow + heavy with, break down digestive |
| organs. CD 343. 2T:537. CH 117. MH 300. Bread made with = |
| totally unfit for stomach. |
| Breadmaking with, harmful + unnecessary. CD 316,342. |
| Compounds made with, unfit to enter stomach.CD 319-20. |
| Digestive organs enfeebled by. CD 319. |
| Do not introduce, in any form into stomach. 2T:537.CD 344. |

Cuts stomach's coating. 2T:537. CD 344. 

Effect of, is fearful. 2T:537. CD 344. 

Entire system often poisoned by. MH 300. 2T:537. CD 316. 

Good bread can be made without. MH 300-1. CD 342-4. 

Graham gems made with sour milk and, not best. CD 319-20. 

Hot biscuits with, should not appear on our tables. CD 343. 

Inflammation of stomach caused by. MH 300. CD 316,342. 

Why people use in bread + biscuits. CH 117. 2T:537. 

Why did I copy all the references? Just to show that there  
are just a few references that contain ALL this information.
Then I looked in the Concordance for the recipe for unleavened bread = which I was told was in the Scriptures. Tried in "Back to Eden" but didn't find what I was looking for. I had gone over all this before, and it is disturbing not to find what one thinks he is looking for. Now how about "Cream of Tartar" = ??? Webster gives some definition of it. Not too clear. Is it a good substitute = as I have been told?

Anyway I decided to try something. We have a waffle iron and oh how I like waffles, and of course = improperly made. I must make a change. I set out with a basic (?) recipe of 2 cups of tapioca flour (that's all we had in the house), I cup of water, 1/4 tsp. of salt, 2 tbsp. of honey, 3 tbsp. of peanut oil. For some reason I added an egg. I used only part of the water so the batter was thick and heavy, I used a little over 3/4 of the water. When these were baked, they raised but were a little doughy (stretchy). (New invention for Rubber?) At the last, to clean out the mixing bowl, I added a little more water. Say! this made the last baking real crisp! So next time, with more water to start, and other flour, I may be able to write another story.

TO SUM UP, I used no leavening, it is in practice just as she says: UNNECESSARY, HARMFUL. Thanks be to God, may He help us to walk in the Path of Truth + Works.

There is a little warfare going on with Grotheer, the results of which we should know in a few days. But I do not think he will give up with silence = ?

As we have been studying Matt.24: I have been impressed with what I review again on the inspired comments concerning verse 15 and the ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION. But in using the INDEX one gets a better picture by using also the few references given under verses 15-18 and 15-20. 4BC 1145,1166. DA 234. GC 26,30,37,393. (GC=SoP 4:26-7,32,38,242-3,210-11.) MB 120. 5T:464.

I know that you use GC references, but as I study and understand more and more, I must compare and use SOP #4. Grotheer contends that the 1844 truths were renewed to us in 1888. I cannot agree.

That other gospel, those books of a new order were reNEWED to us in place of the ETERNAL VERITIES OF 1844. So rather than Questions on Doctrine being the FIRST BOOK of a NEW ORDER, would it not be more truthful to say that the 1888 Great Controversy was the FIRST BOOK of the NEW ORDER to bring in the ROMAN STANDARDS, the ENSIGNS, the BANNERS, the IDOLATROUS STANDARDS, the MIX-
TURE, the WINE, the CONFUSION OF BABYLON. The DESIRE and the DESIGN of the ANTICHRIST TO PLACE the unholy (common, strange fire) IN THE TEMPLE in the PLACE of THE HOLY. Will a truly informed and converted Christian, a SPIRITUAL Jew, LOOK with respect upon the ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION when it is SET UP in place of the HOLY???? The ANSWER MUST DEFINITELY BE NO, "NO!"

5T:464 puts the capsheaf on it. "It is no time now for God's people to be fixing their affections or laying up their treasure in the world. The time is not FAR DISTANT, when, like the early disciples, we shall be forced to seek a refuge in desolate and solitary places. As the siege of Jerusalem by the Roman Armies was the SIGNAL for FLIGHT to the Judean Christians, so the ASSUMPTION OF POWER on the part of OUR NATION in the decree ENFORCING THE PAPAL SABBATH will be a WARNING TO US. It will THEN be time to leave the LARGE CITIES, preparatory to leaving the SMALLER ONES for retired homes in secluded places among the mountains..." (read on!)

Matt. 24:11-2 = "And MANY FALSE PROPHETS shall rise, and shall DECEIVE MANY." "And because INIQUITY shall abound the LOVE OF MANY shall wax cold." Sr. White by divine inspiration says in 2T:346. "I have been shown that we live amid the perils of the last days...Because iniquity ABounds, the love of many waxes cold. The word "many" refers to the professed followers of Christ. They are affected by the prevailing iniquity and backslide from God, but it is not necessary that they should be thus affected. The cause of this declension is that they do not stand clear from this iniquity. The fact that their love TO God is waxing cold because iniquity abounds shows that they are, in some sense, partakers in this iniquity, or it would not affect their love for God and their zeal and fervor in His cause."

May God help us to have a desire to ask the question, "Lord, what must I DO to be Saved?" When the answer comes, may we put it into action.

Some references that came to my attention.

TM 334. Did we realize that there are two processions?
This is the false one. "BEWARE. See that your arm is not linked in the arm of a personal demon. He is in appearance as a man. He is walking about as a roaring lion, seeking whom he may devour, and he finds them among Seventh-day Adventists...They thought they knew so much that they became fools...Thus many souls will be lost...

What angels attend these IN THE PULPIT as they stand
up to give the flock POISON instead of pure Wheat, thoroughly winnowed? Here is the working of SATANIC AGENCIES to bring in CONFUSION, to BEWITCH the minds of old and young...companions of DEMONS, rapidly moving on in a continually swelling procession to certain RUIN...

There is CHEAP, very CHEAP fodder placed before the people." TM 333-7. 1896.

IN THE INDEX UNDER "HABITS" =

RIGHT (correct, good). AH 437 (RH A3:412. Nov.17,1896) "Let only pleasant words be spoken by parents to their children, and respectful words by children to their parents. Attention must be given to those things in the home life; for IF, in their CHARACTER BUILDING, children FORM right habits, it will be much EASIER for them TO BE TAUGHT BY GOD and to be OBEDIENT TO HIS REQUIREMENTS.

RH A6:457. Nov.12,1914. "...The transforming power of Christ's grace will mold the one who gives himself to God's service; for God is bound by an eternal pledge to supply POWER and GRACE to every one who yields himself to be SANCTIFIED by OBEDIENCE to the Truth."

By the Editor: Are you UNDERLINING the IMPORTANT WORDS in RED = so they shine like a Light = ???. This is the END of BRINSMead and the DEVIL = who deny the POWER !!! BRINSMead = PAXTON = and the DEVIL = want only "JUSTIFICATION" without the POWER and OBEDIENCE and WORKS.

Glory in the PROMISE = the ETERNAL PLEDGE = that He will give us the POWER and the GRACE so we can OBEY = for there is no other WAY to be Happy in Jesus.

READ the above again = the SECRET of SALVATION. Obey.

AFRICAN FLYERS =

I would like to mention something concerning the Flyers. I particularly enjoyed the Africa #5 and #6 Flyers. They were printed by the Hoehn Research Library but they were Peter Shikuku productions....It is a solemn task to write and prepare a message of Truth and surely we need the grace of God to do it well.

SOME OTHER THOUGHTS THAT I FOUND:

5T:466. "It is a solemn thing to die, but a far more solemn thing to live. Every thought and word and deed of our lives WILL MEET US AGAIN. What we MAKE of ourselves in PROBATIONARY TIME, that we must remain to all Eternity. Death brings dissolution to the body, but makes NO CHANGE in the CHARACTER. The coming of Christ DOES NOT CHANGE our CHARACTERS; it only FIXES them FOREVER beyond all change."

DOES NOT Brinsmead and those other false teachers know that these TESTIMONIES exist = ???
8T:300. "Christ calls upon His people to believe and PRACTICE (Faith ALONE? GC 471-2.) and PRACTICE His word. Those who RECEIVE AND ASSIMILATE this word, making it a part of every ACTION, of every attribute of CHARACTER will grow strong in the strength of God."

8T:312. "Wrongs cannot be righted, nor can REFORMATIONS IN CHARACTER be made, by a FEW, INTERMITTENT EFFORTS. SANCTIFICATION is the WORK, not of a day, or of a year, but OF A LIFETIME."

8T:317. "The knowledge of God and of Jesus Christ expressed in CHARACTER is........the very highest education.... IT=IS=THE=KEY that opens the portals of the HEAVENLY CITY."

8T:319. "The whole Bible is a revelation of the glory of God in Christ. RECEIVED, BELIEVED, OBEYED, it is the GREAT INSTRUMENTALITY in the TRANSFORMATION OF CHARACTER."

8T:329. "The KNOWLEDGE of God that WORKS TRANSFORMATION OF CHARACTER is our great need."

It is raining again, we have been getting a good bit. But at least we are high and dry. Instead of TIME-SETTERS, we need EVENT-SETTERS and=in=their=Order.

Violet just brought up a reference and as I read 5T:82-4, I ask a question of which I do not know the answer. These are some of Grother's favorite pages but it was not him that called our attention to it. On page 84, WHAT WAS THE LIGHT OF 1882 that calls her (the church) to an account? The part we were looking at: "...Real conversion is a DE-CIDED CHANGE OF FEELINGS AND MOTIVES; it is a virtual taking LEAVE OF WORLDLY CONNECTIONS, A HASTENING FROM THEIR SPIRITUAL ATMOSPHERE, a WITHDRAWING FROM the controlling power of their thoughts, opinions, and influences. The separation causes pain and bitterness to BOTH PARTIES. It is the VARIANCE which Christ declares that He CAME=TO=BRING. But the converted will feel a continual longing desire that their friends shall forsake all for Christ, KNOWING THAT, unless they DO, there will be a final and eternal SEPARATION..." (See GC 505-10. RH A5:497. Ev. 297. 5T:146,505. B2:8. MM 143-4. COL 271. SM 1:254.)

(After listening to the Dumb-Dog Preachers = READ = and reading UNDERSTAND = (HATE!) Ps. 5:5,6,10. 6:8,10. 7:9, 11-3. 10:3,15. 11:2-6. 25:1-3. 26:4,5. 31:6,17,18. 34:21. 35:4-8,26. 37:1,9-20. 40:4,14-16. 55:9,15,19,21,23. 58: 6,10. 59:13-16. 60:5,11. 63:10,11. 70:1-5.(and 100 more!)) (read and wonder and understand - in the days to come.)
THE CONCLUSION OF THE "BUD" SHUSTER LETTER:

"It is now Friday morning: Want to get this finished and out to the mail. Planning on another little note and then want to finish filling the water line ditch. We just got our water in, yesterday, temporarily. They have something new called an Aqua-Genie. As soon as the faucet is opened, the pump runs and keeps running until the faucet is turned off. The man thinks we have enough room under the mobile home to bury a small water tank which he thinks will be better. Pack it in saw dust. But we will use the water for a while and then get it tested for iron. We may have to have a conditioner.

HH = write to: DISTRIBUTORS = BILL & MARY LOU JONES, P.O. Box 968, Jackson, Calif. 95642. (Phone: (209) 296-7107.

for information on:
AQUA WELL = Reverse Osmosis Home Water Purifiers.
It seems to me this is the best I have seen. Look into it. They also carry other Health Products.

Now back to the Letter:

"I have my little project of writing a Flyer against the Maxwell book started. Typing it up in panels. Took #2 out of the typewriter to finish this. Might prove to be interesting. There is a lot of work to do around here. We will be busy...hooking up the furnace...Then we will be pretty much in operating shape...In Hope,

Brother Bud.

PHILADELPHIA FLYER.

Madelyn Lewis, 3850 Ridge Rd., N.E. Cortland, Ohio. 44410.

Dear Elder Hoehn:

I am writing a FLYER on PHILADELPHIA CHURCH in this Letter = you can add to it also, please.

HH = since an Elder wants a run-down on PHILADELPHIA = a Researcher who does his own Researching but who never heard that PHILADELPHIA is the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT according to all the real PIONEERS and by the Inspiration of the Testimonies to the Church = THIS ELDER WANTS a List of ALL the PHILADELPHIA statements in the SPIRIT OF PROPHECY. Since we are putting some:"FLYERS" in this BULLETIN BOARD = we here present the Essence of the Madelyn Lewis "FLYER."

MADELYN LEWIS:

God's promises to the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH are more than to all others of the 7 Churches. This is FACT #1.
AN ASSEMBLAGE OF FACTS CONCERNING THE PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH = NEVER BEFORE PUT INTO PRINT =

FACT #1 = Christ in addressing PHILADELPHIA = "HE that is HOLY, HE that is TRUE..." Rev.3:7.
The Inflexions of Inspiration - focusing on this Church, leaves one who DOUBTS His Word = in the unenviable position of being a MOCKER = a SCOFFER = a DOUBTER of His Word = for it is the Word of "HIM" that is "TRUE."

FACT #2 = The Open Door Church = the Door to Laodicea is CLOSED! Do we deny this? Rev. 3:20. The invitation is to the INDIVIDUAL that he may "OPEN THE DOOR" to his own Heart. Rev.3:20-1.

But to Philadelphia = "HE that is TRUE..." Rev.3:7 = has: "OPENED" = "I have set before thee an OPEN DOOR, and NO MAN can SHUT IT!" Rev.3:7,8.

No URIAH SMITH = no HOUTEFF = no BRINSMEAD = no "MAN" can SHUT this Door opened to the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH = (A "CHURCH" = NOT A "CONDITION!") in 1844.

This FACT #2 = can be established by a whole Cluster of Testimonies together with the answer to those who must go BACK to the FIRST APARTMENT or even way OUT of the Sanctuary entirely = into the:"OUTER COURT" with BRINSMEAD = WRIGHT = and LESLIE HARDINGE in the GC Session = R&H. June 19, 1970. p.9,10. seeking something called:"JUSTIFICATION" or "SANCTIFICATION" or "FORGIVENESS OF SINS" = in the VACATED, DESERTED, EMPTY CHAMBER.

A REFERENCE not put into that ROTTEN "INDEX" = "...He PASSES BY the men to whom we have looked...BEWARE of rejecting that which is Truth...Those who...have confidence in the LEADING MEN, and accept the decisions they make; and thus many WILL reject the very MESSAGES God sends to His people..."I HAVE SET BEFORE THEE AN OPEN DOOR:"... Even if all=our=LEADING=MENT should refuse Light and Truth, that=Door=will=still=remain=OPEN. The Lord will raise up MEN who will give the people THE MESSAGE for THIS TIME." TM 106-7. 1893 GW 125-6. "Thank God that a work is being done OUTSIDE of the Church!" TM 127.

THE INDEX ITSELF = cheap counterfeit that it is = still does List that Rev.3:7,8 = DOES APPLY to the OPEN DOOR TO PHILADELPHIA = and to no other = in 1844!! We would require 100 pages to deal with this thoroughly = we here only List the References fully DOCUMENTED as PROOF POSITIVE that the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH was BORN (not BURIED!) in 1844. URIAH SMITH nailed down the Coffin = said the last Rites over her Grave = but he was (A) NOT a PIONEER! (D)
She accused him of DENYING=ALL=THE=TESTIMONIES! See BRISBIN BOOK p.15,18,35,61,63. 
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"MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" FROOM = p. 243-4, 265, 323.
"THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" = OLSON = p. 92.
(Pay no attention to their White-Wash Brush!)

It was the major work of URIAH SMITH in 1883 to 1888 =
to CHANGE the Books to look like: "SPEWN OUT!" meant:
"GOING THRU!" This was the SECRET of why they clamped
the Lid on 1888 and what REALLY HAPPENED!

No matter how many nailed down the EMPTY COFFIN on PHILA-
DELPHIA in 1844 = the ORIGINAL "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" Books
declared PHILADELPHIA was BORN = in 1844! Read it for
yourself = 1884 GC=SoP 4:268-272. (GC 429, 430.)
"...in 1844, ADVENTISTS (not Seventh-day Adventists!
Seventh-day Adventists did not exist until 1860. See SDA
ENCYCLOPEDIA p. 1179.)
"...in 1844, ADVENTISTS...But clearer LIGHT came...
NOW was seen the application of those words of Christ in
the Revelation, addressed to=the=Church at this very time:
"These things saith he that is HOLY, he that is TRUE...
I know thy works; behold, I have set before thee an OPEN
DOOR, and no man can shut it." Rev. 3:7, 8... THOSE=WHO=BY=
FAITH=FOLLOW...receive the benefits...IN=THE=SECOND=
APARTMENT...They had BY=FAITH=FOLLOWED their High Priest
from the HOLY to the MOST HOLY..."Here are they that KEEP
the Commandments of God, and the Faith of Jesus." 1884
GC=SoP 4:268-276. (GC 429-438.)

"...and FORGIVENESS of SIN was offered to men through
the intercession of Christ in=the=Most-Holy." GC 430.
EW 48, 72, 280. (See INDEX = "SANCTUARY.") (Or do you
prefer that"MAN" that would SHUT this DOOR! R.D.BRINSMEAD?

SD 19. SM 1:74. 6T: 467. 9T: 182. TM 107. (and we have 20
more that we can add to this plus 50 more for PHILADELPHIA.)

FACT #3= That Church = "...hast kept My word, and hast
not denied My Name." Rev. 3:8. More good is said of
this select Church = than of all the other 6 Churches
put together! Most Commentators agree that this is so =
also. And most SDA Writers also agree.

FACT #4= Christ promised: "BECAUSE thou SAYEST, I am
RICH, and increased with GOODS, and have NEED=OF=
NOTHING" = Rev. 3:17 = speaking of LAODICEA =
"BECAUSE" of this PHARISAICAL pride and LAODICEAN
Boasting: "I will MAP thee OUT." Rev. 3:16. Which the
Boasting Laodicean neither fears nor Believes.
Still there is another: "BECAUSE" listed in the Revelations = in that same Chapter. Speaking of and to the Church of PHILADELPHIA: "BECAUSE thou hast kept the Word of my patience, I also will=keep=thee from the Hour of Temptation." Rev.3:10.

THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION.

What "HOUR" is here spoken of? Do we have any Light = any Proof = as to what is the "HOUR" of "TEMPTATION" that shall come upon all the Earth? Has it come yet? Or is it Coming? This is Rev.3:10. 

YES! It is even in that Odom INDEX - that $110,000.00 was not entirely wasted. THE VERY FIRST REFERENCE in the New INDEX and the very SECOND REFERENCE given in the Old: SPiritualism Chapter. [Read before to get the Setting and the Context = and then come to this:] "Many will be ["will be" = FUTURE TENSE = not only did PHILADELPHIA exist in 1844 = but she is ALIVE and well on Planet Earth= in the FUTURE!]

"Many WILL=BE confronted by the spirits of Devils...will work MIRACLES...we must be PREPARED to WITHSTAND THEM with the Bible Truth...that they who thus appear are the SPIRITS=OF=DEVILS. (And they will deceive the whole World. "It seemed...there could not be one left." EW 88, 263. The only ones left are Rev.3:10 = Philadelphians!)

"JUST=B EFORE=U S is the "Hour of Temptation, which shall come upon all the World..."BECAUSE thou hast kept the Word of my patience, I=also=will=keep=thee." GC 560.

NOW YOU SEE THE PROBLEM WE FACE =


And as we go to these CROSS-REFERENCES - we will find MORE=CROSS-REFERENCES until we will have 50 for this one FACT #4 = alone! No, our problem is not PROOF - our problem is what to choose from the Weight of Evidence???

AND SO YOU KNOW WHAT WE PROPOSE TO DO = ???

To go by YOUR References = NOT OURS!!!

We can prove this = HANDS DOWN = !!! From your own INDEX!

PROVING WHAT = ??? Proving you believe that PREACHED! That TRADITION! Uriah SMITH MYTHS! THE OUTSIDE of the Books = but certainly not the INSIDE!

So let us go - to YOUR INDEX! And with a Sharp Eye out for any CHANGES = if we quote the ORIGINAL watch your Book to see the DIFFERENCE and WWW -23-
"THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION" in which the CHURCH PHILADELPHIA only will stand = she was BORN = not BURIED in 1844. (see GC 430, 425. EW 86. AA 588. 6T:467. 9T:182. TM 107.) And that she stands in "THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION" which is yet before us - is found in the above References and in GC560 as already quoted. (See this from the ORIGINAL 1884 GC=SOP 4:377. See the bottom of that page in that Book = FOOTNOTE REFERENCE there given: Rev.3:10. PHILADELPHIA is the REMNANT CHURCH - the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT = !!!) YOUR NEXT INDEX REFERENCE IS GC 619. (BOTH INDEXES!)

As Brother "BUD" Shuster would ask: Do any of these so-called:"TEACHERS" never look up the INDEX = ???///??///?

This Reference is "THE TIME OF TROUBLE" chapter = Is it "PHILADELPHIA" that is kept in the Time of Trouble?

"As Satan influenced ESAU to march against Jacob = so he will stir up the wicked to DESTROY God's people in the Time of Trouble...the LITTLE company who KEEP God's Commandments. [Cannot be the Brinsmead Bunch!]

"The LITTLE company who KEEP God's Commandments...If he could blot them from the earth, his triumph would be complete...Though God's people will be SURROUNDED by their enemies...the Saviour's promise, "I=HAPPY=THEE=FROM=THE=HOUR=OF=TEMPTATION..." 1884 GC=SOP 4:435-6.

[Essentially the same = your GC 618-9.]

[NOTICE! FOOTNOTES in your GC 619 = PHILADELPHIA! But these are also called:"GOD'S PEOPLE!" Who give the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the LAODICEANS! 1T:179. RH Al:32. 5T:472-4,81.]

These "PHILADELPHIANS" will be:"HEELED" according to YOUR INDEX! Then it points to GC 636 - they are the 144,000 = 144,000 PHILADELPHIANS = !!! Now back to Madelyn Lewis = FACT #5= The Synagogue of Satan" = must and will BOW and WORSHIP before the True Saint's feet. Rev. 3:9.

WHO IS THE "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" = ???

NOTICE = !!! Not a "CHURCH" = but a "SYNAGOGUE" of those who "SAY" they are "JEWS" = but who "LIB" and "ARE NOT!!" Ask that Preacher why he never mentions them = by far the LARGEST CHURCH = shown in TM 16 = your Preacher's favorite text = but how does he CONNIVE to MISS FINDING this BIG "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" featured on that page = and also called:"CHURCH!" Why does no Seventh-day Adventist minister ever mention that:"CHURCH" shown right there in TM 16 = ? Just who is this:"SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN?" Is this the PROOF FROOM CONFEDERACY forged together with his JACKIES = HEPPENSTALL= BRINSMEAD=ANDERSON=MAXWELL= since 1966? to do what GC 443-5 says NOT to do? To Teach:"IN COMMON" with Brother Billy? R&H. Dec.18,1969. p.20. -24-
FACT #5 = "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" =

We found it is a: "CONFEDERACY" = TM 16. The part your Preacher NEVER mentions = NEVER reads. "THE MEMBERS: of "THIS CHURCH" = "EXALT TREASON." TM 16.

"When men who CLAIM to be soldiers of Christ engage with the CONFEDERACY [she said in 1890 in the SALAMANCA VISION = that MINISTERS and RESPONSIBLE MEN IN POSITIONS OF TRUST = were CONFEDERATING = binding in BUNDLES with the World = CHANGING=THE=WRITINGS! "...this must be CUT OUT, and that MUST-BE-CHANGED!" TM 460-469] This is the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN." TM 16.

"...and HELP along HIS SIDE, they prove themselves ENEMIES of Christ. They betray sacred trusts. They form a LINK between Satan and the True Soldiers...become DE-COYS of Satan to ENTICE other souls over the precipice of RUIN for this life and the life to come." MB 94-5.

"Conformity to worldly CUSTOMS (EASTER + CHRISTMAS) = converts the Church to the World; it NEVER converts the World to Christ." GC 509.

WE FIND THIS "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" BOWING AT THE SAINT'S FEET IN THE TIME OF TROUBLE = WHO ARE THEY = ???

"You think, that those who worship before the Saint's feet, (Rev.3:9), will at last be saved. Here I must differ with you; for God shew me that this class were PRO-FESSED ADVENTISTS, who had fallen away...And in the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION", which is yet to come, to show out every one's true CHARACTER, they will KNOW that they are FOREVER LOST; and overwhelmed with anguish of spirit, they will bow at the Saint's feet." Word to Flock 12.

"Then it was that the SYNAGOGUE of Satan knew that God had loved us who COULD wash one another's feet, and salute the holy BRETHREN with a holy kiss, and they worshipped at our feet." WTF 15. Ew 15,30.

All it takes is 2 or 3.

"Christ makes His Church a beautiful TEMPLE for God. "Where two or three are gathered together in my name," he declared,"there am I in the midst of them." HIS CHURCH is the court of HOLY LIFE (too Bad for RDB!)...In the past, FAITHFUL SOULS have constituted THE CHURCH on earth...Christ speaks of THE CHURCH over which Satan presides as the SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN. Its members are the children of DISOBEEDIENCE. They are those who CHOOSE to sin, who labor to make void the holy LAW of God...to remove the distinction between good and evil. Christ would have a CHURCH that labors to SEPARATE (Hear this! all UNITY-LOVERS!)"
"Christ would have a CHURCH that labors to SEPARATE the Evil from the Good, whose MEMBERS will not willingly TOLERATE wrong-doing, but will EXPEL it from the heart and life...He has made her the despository of SACRED TRUTH." RH A4:243. [Check this carefully to see what they LEFT OUT of AA 11 = and WHY = ???]

MORE ABOUT "THE CHURCH" = THAT IS THE SYNAGOGUE =

[The Builders of the Wall in the Days of Nehemiah = found much:"RUBBISH" = as we do Today = that has to be: "BURNED." PK 639-644.] "Even some who desire the work of God to prosper will yet WEAKEN=THE=HANDS of His servants by hearing, reporting, and half believing the slanders, boasts, and menaces of His adversaries. Satan works with marvelous success through his agents...

"They that forsake the law = PRAISE the WICKED."

When those who are UNITING with the World, yet CLAIMING GREAT PURITY, plead for UNION with those who have ever been the OPPOSES of the cause of Truth, we should FEAR and SHUN them as decidedly as did Nehemiah. Such counsel is prompted by the enemy of all good. It is the SPEECH of TIMESERVERS, and should be resisted as resolutely today as then." PK 645,660.

[TIMESERVERS = HIRELINGS.] [The Synagogue of Satan bows at the Saint's feet.] [Priests work in the SYNAGOGUE!]

"I saw that the PRIESTS who were leading on their Flock to death are soon to be arrested in their dreadful career. The PLAGUES of God are coming, but it will not be sufficient for the FALSE SHEPHERDS to be tormented with one or two of these PLAGUES. God's hand at that time will be stretched out still in wrath and justice, and will not be brought to Himself again until His purposes are fully accomplished, and the HIRELING PRIESTS are led to worship at the feet of the Saints, and to ACKNOWLEDGE [Watch this - Brinsmead!] ACKNOWLEDGE that God has loved them BECAUSE they held fast the Truth and KEPT God's COMMANDMENTS." EW 124. (Read on!)

"...saying, Peace, peace; when there is no peace."

With LIES have ye...STRENGTHENED the hands of the WICKED, that he should not return from his wicked way, by promising him LIFE." "WOE BE TO THE PASTORS..."HOWL YE SHEPHERDS, and CRY, and WALLOW yourselves in the ASHES, ye principle of the Flock...and they FALL at the feet of those whose FIDELITY they have DESPISED and DERIDED, and CONFESS that God has loved them." GC 655.

[I like that = then the Tables will be turned.]

PREACHER = get yourself a Job = cleaning Barns.
FACT #6 = The Lord promises those who: "OVERCOME" to make them a real "PILLAR" in His Temple. Rev.3:12. Here is a great Lesson to be learned. "Ye are God's husbandry, ye are God's BUILDING." Verse 9. (1 Cor.3:9) This figure represents HUMAN CHARACTER, which is to be wrought upon, point by point. EACH DAY God works with His BUILDING, stroke upon stroke, to perfect the STRUCTURE, that it may become a HOLY TEMPLE for Him. Man is to CO-OPERATE with God...that in the END his CHARACTER may be a symmetrical structure, a fair TEMPLE." 8T:173.

"HIS CHURCH on Earth." (Same.)

THE AMAZING = almost UNBELIEVABLE thing that has happened = under the Seminary Leadership of ROY A. ANDERSON and FROOM = when the PHILISTINE GOLIATHS of BABYLON began to Roar out their CHALLENGES to the Adventists =

When the Adventists went whining to them pleading for: "RECOGNITION!" = these BABYLONISH BOASTERS ranted and raved at the ADVENTIST (SoP) Teaching that:"CHARACTER" would be the basis of the Judgment =

The ANDERSONS fell over BACKWARDS = and instructed all the Ministers to let it be known that we=do=not=be=lieve that "CHARACTER" is the basis of the Judgment = but:"FAITH!" = alone.

This saw the following Decade = tossing the Question to and fro = ALL SEGMENTS of the AWAKENING = BRINSMEAD = WRIGHT = GROTHEER = PESTES = RADER = and anyone else that sought POPULARITY FIRST = and TRUTH SECOND =

GABBLED away about:"CHARACTER-NATURE" being:"GIVEN" = as a "GIFT" = the only difference there was among them = was on the Point of TIME. "COMPLETE?" = "NOTHING WANTING?" at the "NEW BIRTH?" = before you Start = ??? It had to be Fugitives from the INSANE ASYLUM = that would Fall for that = "YE SHALL BE AS GODS" as soon as you eat out of the hand of the Serpent = FRED WRIGHT. ["HOLY FLESH!"]

BRINSMEAD had it also:"GIVEN" as a "GIFT" = but in the "JUDGMENT HOUR" = hence the:"JUDGMENT HOUR MESSAGE." Somehow or other the Adventist Ministry was Strong-Armed by an Element that put it off = AFTER=THE=PLAUGUES = with SPURGEON = MOODY = BILLY GRAHAM = ORAL ROBERTS = MAXWELL. BRINSMEAD fought that position - valiantly = for over 5 Years = rightly MOCKING the ADVENTIST FOOLISHNESS.

But SUDDENLY the HIRELINGS = WRIGHT in MARCH = BRINSMEAD in MAY = of 1972 = all set for the greater good of: "UNITY" = all set for co-operation with BILLY GRAHAM and the CATHOLICS in the much-vaulted:"KEY '73!" SWITCHED over to that Position = NO=CHARACTER=NATURE=CHANGE=TILL=CHRIST=MESSIAH=COMES = !!! -27-
At least the BRINSMEAD-ADVENTIST Element were not as BRAZEN = BRASSY = FRESH = PRESUMPTOUS = as those who followed Fred WRONG. They at least did not look in the Mirror on the Wall to see the Fairest of all = "Not so much as a Hair-Breadth DIFFERENCE" = between them and Christ = !!! At least Brinsmead and the Adventists did ADMIT as much as the OCCULTISTS=SPIRITUALISTS ADMIT = that the Time to be:"AS GODS!" is yet FUTURE.

IMPOSSIBLE for me to even TRY to IMAGINE = what must be going on in the MIND of one who has:"STREAMS OF RIGHT-EOUSNESS!" "And in actual Fact = a DIVINE HUMAN BEING."
One would Shudder at the Thought = as coming Face to Face with a SIDE-WINDER or RATTLE-SNAKE!

And if you think that SCORPIAN ELEMENT did not make that Claim = we DOCUMENT for you the References:

"Take heed how you BUILD = that your BUILDING may stand the TEST of Storm and Tempest...READY for the Day of TEST and TRIAL, when all will be seen JUST=AS= THEY=ARE." 8T:173. "MAN=FORMS=THE=CHARACTER." p.174.
[That puts an END to all the GABBLING of the AWAKENING, the HEPPENSTALLS = the MAXWELLS = and any other ONE-WORLDERS who want an "IN COMMON" Religion. Those 4 lines above stop their Mouths. "For there are certain men CREPT in UNAWARES...UNGODLY MEN, turning the GRACE of our God unto LASCIVIOUSNESS...Likewise also these FILTHY DREAMERS defile the Flesh,[By their own admission = they boast of remaining:"FILTHY STILL" = it is part of their main Religion = with BABYLON! How do you like this:"BIBLE LANGUAGE = ???" Fits them like a Glove!] ...FILTHY DREAMERS defile the Flesh, despise dominion, and speak evil of dignitaries...But these speak evil [actually come right out and say if you TRY to behave = you are:"DOUBLY GUILTY" and freely call you the:"ANTICHRIST!" How fitting this:"LANGUAGE!] = "...speak EVIL of those things which they KNOW NOT; but what they know NATURALLY, as BRUTE BEASTS, in those
things they CORRUPT themselves. [The Last Message is Rev. 18 = which will be given: "...with the additional mention of the CORRUPTIONS which have been entering the Churches since 1844." Will you help the giving of this Message?]

"...in those things they CORRUPT themselves. Woe unto them! for they have gone in the way of CAIN. [CAIN the KILLER = CAIN the ELDER = brought an Offering without BLOOD = so do these "LOVER-BOYS" of Jezebel's: groves = find:"JUSTIFICATION" clear out of the Sanctuary itself! In the:"OUTER COURT!" = where there is no God, no Angels, no Christ, and no Blood. Offering the Blood before the Throne = is not for them = BECAUSE:]

"...for they have gone the way of CAIN, and run greedily after the error of BALAAM for reward, and perished in the gainsaying of Core. These are SPOTS in your feasts of Charity, when they feast with you, feeding themselves without FEAR; CLOUDS they are without WATER, carried about of WINDS, trees whose fruit withereth, without fruit, twice DEAD, plucked up by the Roots;

"Raging waves of the Sea, foaming out their own SHAME; wandering Stars, to whom is reserved the BLACKNESS of DARKNESS forever...speaking great swelling words, having men's persons in admiration because of advantage...MOCKERS in the last time...These are they who SEPARATE THEMSELVES, SENSUAL, having not the Spirit.

"But ye, beloved, building up yourselves on your most holy Faith, praying in the Holy Ghost...Now unto him that is able to keep you from falling, and to present you FAULTLESS before the presence of his glory with exceeding joy,

"To the only wise God our Saviour, be glory and majesty, dominion and power, both now and ever. Amen." Jude 4-25.

"For there are many unruly and vain talkers and deceivers...WHOSE=MOUTHS=MUST=BE=STUPID, who subvert whole houses...always LIARS, evil beasts, slow beliers. This witness is true. Wherefore REBUKE them SHARPLY, that they may be sound in the Faith." Titus 1:10-13.

"Having a FORM of godliness, but denying the POWER thereof: from such TURN AWAY. For of this sort are they which CREEP INTO HOUSES, and lead captive SILLY WOMEN laden with SINS, led away with divers LUSTS.

"EVER LEARNING, and NEVER ABLE to come to the KNOWLEDGE of the Truth." 2 Tim. 3:5-7. 6T:427. COL 411.

THE TRUTH =

There is no more important Subject in the World than how to BUILD = FORM = ATTAIN = a Character. Yet when we look in that ODOM INDEX = and wonder where they Squandered $110,000.00 = and LEFT OUT..... -29-
THE ODOM INDEX = LEFT OUT = = under: "STONES" = the most important Reference of all = in fact the KEY REFERENCE!

FACTS ABOUT PILLARS AND FOUNDATIONS:
The Jewish Church REJECTED the Chief Corner-Stone. Great care was exercised in the building of the Jerusalem Temple = "...every STONE was FITTED for its place in the Temple, hewed, polished, and tested BEFORE it was brought to Jerusalem...the building went together WITHOUT the sound of AX or HAMMER." 9T:180.

Our entire Teaching now = there is no WAYMARK TEN-COMMANDMENT ARK THEORY = there is no SIGN from Heaven = no VOICES to make known to the inquiring Priest the Will of God = it is all JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH!

3 CALLS =

We knew there were 3 Calls in Luke 14 = but we did not know what they were. We knew there were 2 Calls = the LOUD CRY = and BEFORE any LOUD CRY = there had to be the MIDNIGHT CRY = which is the mistake the Adventists make. They want no MIDNIGHT CRY = no SIFTING = no SEPARATION. Even though they LOST 395,000 Members in the very 5 years their E.E.CLEVELANDS promised a MEMBERSHIP "EXPLOSION" that would be heard around the World! But it was all a Big Fizzle = from GC Session 1970 to Vienna '75 = they LOST = 395,000 Members = many of which were 20 to 30 yrs. standing = and the almost unbelievable words =

"The people who were disfellowshipped are Members who have been in the Church for anywhere from 8 to 10 years, ON=THE=AVERAGE!" R&H. July 14, 1975. p.(811)7.

So Billy Graham played his cards right = he GUESSED that if the Adventists taught "IN COMMON" (R&H. Dec. 18, 1969. p.20.) "IN COMMON" with Billy Graham = he would scoop the Adventists into his Net! 395,000 in 5 years! Quite a haul! (And what sort of Riff-Raff did they get to replace them? So they could PRETEND they did not lose any? The REAL CHURCH is now OUT of the CHURCH. In many Cities MORE EX-MEMBERS THAN PRESENT MEMBERSHIP! Here is a people who will LISTEN to the LAST MESSAGE!)

Now the Adventist = following Step by Step the Divine Predictions by the Woman who made no=Divine=Predictions! (Or have you not been reading FROOM? ) She PREDICTED the "TEACHING IN COMMON" would be followed by going to LAW! And now they have called the LAWYERS in = R&H. May 20, 1976. p.19,2(See RH A3:9.) See also R&H. June 24, 1976. p.21. And MARVEL at the SLY PHRASEOLOGY they employ to LEGALIZE their resorting to: "BAAL!" 8T:69.

(And why does that ROTTEN INDEX not show: NL 96. SM 2: 153. 1T:212-3. and a DOZEN more?) -30- GC 445.
LUKE 14 shows 3 Calls.

CALL #1 = those standing in the Market-Place = no man
no Church would HIRE them = they were NOT HIRELINGS!
This is the 11th Hour = not MIDNIGHT YET. They give
the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans. COL 399...

CALL #2 = the Midnight Cry. Calling on Adventists to
"Go ye OUT to meet Him!" COL 406.

CALL #3 = the Loud Cry. This will even take place so
SILENTLY = so UNNOTICED = as a Thief in the Night =
that many will WAIL = "The Harvest is PAST = the
Summer is ENDED - and we are NOT SAVED!" GC 491, 615.
TM 300, 507.

The Stones hewn, squared, and shaped in the Quarry in the
Mountains = "...out of every Nation, and Tongue, and
people...quarried OUT from the World." 9T:180.
This is the Work of Character-Building. 7T:264.

OIL is CHARACTER. TM 234. There is no OIL = no CHARACTER
obtained in the MIDNIGHT HOUR. The FOOLISH VIRGINS under
Brinsmead do TRY = they are now there = "IN COMMON" with
the EVANGELICALS who are the very ones who set up the
IMAGE to the BEAST. GC 445. And while they are there =
seeking from those who Sell = the DOOR=IS=SHUT! COL 406/
This is the Message of the 10 Virgin Parable. Do you have
one? We just sent 50 to Africa. It seems this Paper will
be delayed to put together the rest of 2,000 of Ann De-
Michael PARABLE #4.

3 CALLS:

When the Calls are made = there is NO CHANCE then to BUILD,
FORM, OBTAIN, ATTAIN = a CHARACTER! You either HAVE it or
you DO NOT. No FOOLISH VIRGINS - led astray by the AWAKEN-
ING = can obtain it in the TOO-LATE MIDNIGHT HOUR!
If the 10 Virgin Parable teaches anything at all it
teaches that. COL 412. 3T:271. 5T:479. 1T:417. TM 235

LEFT OUT OF ODOM INDEX =

"Those who receive the SEAL of the living God and are
PROTECTED in the Time of Trouble must reflect the image
of Jesus fully. I=SAW=THAT= MANY= WERE= NEGLECTING the pre-
paration so needful and were looking to the time of
"REFRESHING" and the "LATTER RAIN" to fit them...Oh, how
many I saw in the Time of Trouble without shelter! They
had NEGLECTED the needful PREPARATION, therefore they could
not receive the REFRESHING...

"Those who refuse to be HEWED by the Prophets and FAIL
to PURIFY their souls in OBEYING the WHOLE TRUTH, and who
are willing to believe that their condition is FAR BETTER
than it really is..." -31-
"...will come up to the Time of the falling of the Plagues, and then see that they NEEDED to be HEWED and SQUARED for the BUILDING. But there will be NO TIME then to do it... (So it takes"TIME?" does it = FTW? RDB? MAXWELL-HEPPENSTALL-HARDINGE = and any other False Prophet!)

"The FORMATION of a noble CHARACTER is the WORK of a LIFE-TIME, and must be the RESULT of diligent and persevering EFFORT." PP 223. (and 100 more!) The very anathema to the AWAKENING JESTERS! "Believe them NOT!"

"But there will be NO TIME then to do it and=never=Mediator to plead their cause before the Father. (So He obtains "NOTHING" = ??? FROM in "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES:"

"BEFORE=THIS=TIME the awfully solemn declaration had gone forth,"He that is...FILTHY, let him be FILTHY STILL: and he that is RIGHTEOUS, let him be RIGHTEOUS STILL..."

"I saw that none could share the "REFRESHING" unless they obtain the VICTORY over every besetment, over pride, selfishness, LOVE of the world, and over every wrong word and action. We should, therefore, seek that PREPARATION necessary to enable us to STAND in the BATTLE in the DAY of the Lord." EW 71, see 69. RH A4:417.

All this and much more = comes under the HEADING of FACT #6 = the "PILLARS" in the PHILADELPHIAN Rev. 3:12
"TEMPLE" = are those who:"OVERCOME."

How can you OVERCOME with the AWAKENING GABBLE = that you CANNOT! The most Hellish Doctrine ever invented by man or the Devil! And we are to remain SILENT about it? Not on your miserable life! If you felt the NEED of OVERCOMING = in order to be JUSTIFIED = you would WELCOME the MESSAGE! Either that = or go with BABYLON = all the way!

Did not the Lord show you = what happens to people who go OUTSIDE of the SANCTUARY = ??? Do you need some EARTHQUAKES to SHAKE some SENSE into you = ??? They are now PREDICTING a Massive EARTHQUAKE = this coming Year = in California. The Judgments of God are in the Land. It is Time to AWAKE = and REPENT = of our PAST FAILURES.

The Plagues are even at the Doors. As Bro. Bachand of Washington would say: "Does the Seventh-day Adventist ever REPENT = ???" or: "NEVER Repent?"...never!

MH = last page. MH 576 = Those who OVERCOME LAODICEA = the End of the book = Rev. 3:12 = REPENT = OVERCOME = "...and I will write upon him MY NEW NAME." Rev. 3:12.

"The Book ENDS = with PHILADELPHIA SAVED and TRIUMPHANT! Do you want to see the promises to PHILADELPHIA = 100 Times in the Testimonies = ??? and MORE!

Christ comes = to the PHILADELPHIAN 144,000 = ??? 3:17."
FACT #7 As Bro. Watts would say:"Beautiful Philadelphia!"
As the Ugly Sisters cut off their Big Toes to try to fit the Silver Slipper in the Midnight Hour = Cinderella is the choice of Prince Charming. He will give her a "NEW NAME!" Rev.3:12. 14:1. 22:4. The Name of Royalty.

A NEW CHURCH = A NEW NAME =

As the Jews of the Synagogue of Old = fought the idea that "Fishermen" would replace them = so the Adventist "Jews" = fight Tooth and Nail against anyone taking their Place at the Prophetic Table.

But, whether they want it or not = Prophecy records that: "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME." GC 464. 1884. SoP. 4:296. "In a MESSAGE which is yet Future." 1888 GC 383. COL.127. "This is the LAST MESSAGE. There are no more to follow, no more invitations of mercy TO BE given AFTER THIS MESSAGE SHALL HAVE DONE its work..."And the Spirit and the Bride say, Come." 5T:206-7.

"The great Apostasy will develop into DARKNESS, deep as MIDNIGHT...But OUT of that night of DARKNESS, God's LIGHT will SHINE...AT THIS TIME a MESSAGE from God is to be proclaimed, a MESSAGE illuminating in its influence and saving in its power...the LAST MESSAGE of Mercy...To those who go OUT to meet the Bridgroom is this MESSAGE given." COL 414-5,420.

SEE THE PICTURE:

(1) On the one hand is the Adventist Church - teaching:
"IN COMMON" with the other Churches. R&H. Dec.18,1969. p.20. Which will prepare the way for the Image to the Beast. GC 444-5. They TRIED this in "KEY '73." That MAXWELL Book calls for a "CHRIST" to come and "HEAL" all the Sick in Mind and Body in the Hospitals and Insane Asylums = by his:"TOUCH!" ("MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" p.78. Free from:"FAITH FOR TODAY" and now TUCKER is tucking them to Sleep with it also. THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY!

Exactly as PREDICTED in GC 624. Likened to the Devil's Train in EW 88,263. "It seemed that the WHOLE WORLD was on Board, that there could not be one left." EW 88.

This is the COUNTERFEIT MOVEMENT by Satan the Devil to come:"BEFORE" the True:"MOVEMENT SHALL COME." GC 464. "This is the strong, almost overmastering Delusion. Like the Samaritans who were deceived by Simon Magus, the MULTITUDES, (Oh! Yes! They will win the MULTITUDES!) the MULTITUDES, from the least to the greatest, give heed to these sorceries, saying, This is "the anointing of God." gc 624-5.

"But the people of God will not be misled." (Same.)
SEE THE PICTURE:

(2) On the other hand is a:"LITTLE COMPANY" in a:"WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" = look again, and look a little HIGHER. "I saw a LITTLE COMPANY traveling a narrow path-way." EW 263. "On this Path the Advent people were traveling to the City, which was at the farther end of the Path. They had a BRIGHT LIGHT set up behind them at the BEGINNING of the PATH, which an Angel told me was the MIDNIGHT CRY...The LIVING SAINTS, 144,000 in NUMBER."

--- EW 14-5.

"The LIVING SAINTS, 144,000 in NUMBER...By this time the 144,000 were all SEALED and perfectly UNITED. On their FOREHEADS was written, GOD, NEW JERUSALEM, and a glorious STAR containing Jesus' new name." WTF 14.

AND-THERE-THE-FOOTNOTE-REFERENCE-IS-GIVEN:
Rev.3:12 (PHILADELPHIA! The SEALED 144,000 Saints are: PHILADELPHIANS!) See the very same thing: EW 15 but the supporting: "GOLDEN TEXTS" EW 23 = are found in EW 30.

See the SAME THING: LS 64-5.
See the SAME THING: 1T:59.
See the SAME THING: 1846 BROADSIDE.
See the SAME THING: anywhere's "MY FIRST VISION" appears.
This was the Heart and Soul of:"MY FIRST VISION."
The 144,000 are PHILADELPHIANS = !!!

There is no Question about that.
And so the Pioneers all taught.
URIAH SMITH was NOT a Pioneer. He preferred CATHOLICS!
Ask for BLUE SHEET "THE ADVENT REVIEW" Sept. 1850 reprint.
PHILADELPHIA = PHILADELPHIA = PHILADELPHIA = PHILADELPHIA.

Laodicea was only a wrong-way street OFFSHOOT COUNTERFEIT!

FROM THE ABOVE WE SEE =

PHILADELPHIA was born in 1844. GC 430. PHILADELPHIA goes through to the very End! She is the 144,000. Laodicea was only a Head=Ache and a Night-Mare. Far too much importance has been attached to LAODICEA. PHILADELPHIA is a NEW MOVEMENT = yet to:"COMES." GC 464. THE MIDNIGHT CRY calls the WISE = OUT of the Spawn-Out Doomed Church.
Those WISE enough = will LEAVE her to her:"ABOMINATIONS!"

"The indelible MARK of God is upon them...Their DESTINATION is inscribed - "GOD, NEW JERUSALEM." TM 446.

These are the SEALED = 144,000. 50 more References.

FACT #38 = Christ comes to this Church! "Behold, I come quickly: hold that fast which thou hast, that no man take thy CROWN." Rev.3:11.

-34-
REPROBATE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST MINISTERS ARE SHOWN following the Picture of the SEALED 144,000 in TM 446. Then it goes on to show = men in responsible positions will DENY that CHARACTER can be BUILT = which will decide them to be UNFIT to enter the Mansions above.447. "...will be putting ROTTEN TIMBERS in their CHARACTER-BUILDING...They will lose Heaven..." TM 446-7. "God is raising up men to go forth to labor in the HARVEST FIELD, and if they are humble, devoted, and godly, THEY WILL TAKE THE CROWNS which those Ministers lose who concerning the Faith are REPROBATE." 1T:441. "All who walk by the side of an APOSTATE = will be imbued by=his=spirit." TM 290.

THE FOOLISH VIRGINS:
"He that walketh with WISE men shall be WISE: but a companion of FOOLS shall be DESTROYED...DESTROYED for want of JUDGMENT." Prov. 13:20,23.
"At MIDNIGHT the Cry is heard,"Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye OUT to meet Him."...(THE WISE) with lighted lamps JOINED the Throng, and entered the house with the bridal train, and=the=DOOR=was=SHUT." COL 406.

While the FOOLISH chased after those who:"SELL" = the Paxton=Brinsmead=Heppenstall-Froom=Maxwell BABYLON BREW. THEY DID NOT FORM THE LINE!
"I have been deeply impressed by scenes that have recently passed before me in the night season. There seemed to be a great MOVEMENT - ("A MOVEMENT is to COME!" GC 464.) a work of REVIVAL - going forward in many places. OUR PEOPLE=WERE=MOVING=INTO=LINE, responding to God's call. My Brethren...Shall we trim our Lamps?..." TM 515.

FACT #9 = This can go on Forever. We are not Short of Evidence or material = we have barely touched it. But we want to close this Section with a super PHILADELPHIAN statement = as Bro. Watts would say: "WATCH!"

"WATCH!"

"And for those who in the midst of CONFLICT should maintain their Faith in God, the prophet was given the words of COMMENDATION and PROMISE: "I know thy works: behold I have set before thee an OPEN DOOR (the Door is NOT open to Laodicea!)...I also will KEEP THEE from the Hour of Temptation, which shall come upon all the World..."Behold, I come quickly: hold that fast which thou hast, that no man take thy CROWN." AA 588. RH A3:44. GC 560.

3 Philadelphian Statements in a Row = !!! Rev.3:8,10,11.
FACT #10. Well! We almost missed this one - didn't we?

It should have been part of FACT #1 = Rev. 3:7, 8.

The Very Heart and Soul of the Third Angel's Message.

(A) That Christ went into the Most Holy Place in 1844.
(B) That He remains there until Probation is over.
(C) That when He leaves = all Hell breaks loose. EW 36.
(D) To believe in the Most Holy Place administration =
(E) Is to believe the Third Angel's Message. EW 254-6.
(F) It is the Anchor that keeps us = EW 256. COR 36,196.
(G) From the many delusions of Satan. SG 1:166. 8T:298.
(I) Brinsmead does not - nor Wright - nor Hardinge.
(J) Nor the GC Session in R & H. June 19, 1970. p.9, 10.
(K) This is a New and Special Message - given in 1844.
(L) That would be given up in the Sealing Time. EW 56.
(M) But read the Sentence Left Out! 1846 Broadside.
(N) Go with the Awakening and give up the Faith. EW 261.
(O) Go over to the Evangelicals and set up the image.
(P) By teaching: "In common" with them! GC 443-5.
(Q) As passed by Autumn Council Resolution. R & H. Dec. 18/69.
(R) As Froom recommended. SDA Ministry Magazines. 1966.
(S) As Ellen G., = PREDICTED they would do! Ev. 224.
(T) We are to: "Meet!" these False Prophets. Ev. 360.
(U) They prefer the: "Outer Court!" CW 53-4.
(V) Other: "Fanciful Views." Ev. 225.
(W) They liken the Sanctuary to Dirt! QD 365.
(X) He obtains nothing there anyway! QD 381. 1957.
(Y) Other Churches win souls Outside of the MHP. QD 626.
(Z) That is the "Omega" = as = far = as = they = can = go Apostasy!

Put that Maxwell Book now featured by "Faith for Today" and Tucker now tucking them to sleep with that Abomination = put that on top of the Heap of the Dung Hill of Laodicean Abominations! "Show them all their abominations" Ezekiel 8 = Abomination chapter. Ezekiel 9 = Sealing!

To be sealed: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"
There is no other way. Why should there be = ???

Philadelphia is the Church = Triumphant = !!!

Find her. Keep her. Do not let her go. "HOLD FAST!" 3:11.

This is the Third Angel's Message. Was right from the start. "I saw the Third Angel pointing upward, showing the disappointed ones the way to the Holiest of the Heavenly Sanctuary. As they = by = Faith enter the Most Holy = they find Jesus." EW 255. SG 1:164. 5T:213.
DO YOU LOVE... to hear this Story over and over again?
If not = why not? Something wrong with you? This is the
Third Angel's Message! This is the OPEN DOOR CHURCH! Or
do you prefer Old Shut-Door LAODICEA = ??? That Harlot!
Red-Light on for Billy Graham! What a Whore! 8T:250.
"Thou hadst a Whore's forehead, thou refusedst to be
ASHAMED'= "THEREFORE the Showers have been withheld,
and there hath been NO=LATTER=RAIN!" Jer.3:3.
"Go ye OUT to meet Him!" There is no other Way.COL 406.
He will NEVER come in to that Church. NEVER. NEVER. NEVER.

"Christ has departed. His Spirit has been quenched in the
Church." 2T:442. "The Adultress shall surely be put to
Death." Lev.20:10. "Here we see that THE CHURCH...all
perish together." 5T:211. "The END is come upon My people
of Israel: I will not again PASS BY them anymore. And the
SONGS of the Temple shall be HOWLINGS in that day, saith
the Lord God; there shall be MANY=DEAD=BODIES in every
place; they shall cast them forth with STILENCE."AMOS 8:2,3.
Instead of them giving the "LOUD CRY" = SILENCE = !!!!

WE HAVE A LETTER FROM AN ELDER =
wanting ALL the PHILADELPHIAN STATEMENTS. We have never
given them before. This will be the first Time. The next
two SHEETS will be FLYERS:
FLYER #336. PHILADELPHIAN REFERENCES. August 1,1976.

(IF we receive the COLORED PAPER in Time = these will be
COLORED SHEETS. Lift two of them out - to send to a Friend.
You will still have two LEFT.)
FLYER #336 = we go thru most of the Books for this,
FLYER #337 = not Noah's Ark = but the Tables of Stone
Ark = that Hibbert and Darling worked on Winter after
Winter = the Superstition being = that the:"TABLES OF
STONE" will come forth as a SIGN of the SEALING of the
LIVING = to Begin. HUDSON and L.A.ROBERTSON (DARKIE) have
fallen for this. Elder St. John had:"Visions" about it
that Dr. Downs printed many Years ago. Every once in a
while it is being Revived. In the Elder St. John's visions,
GC President Figuhr unveiled the Ark before USA President
Eisenhower = the Roof of the "Bible Museum" in which this
was done = seemed to vanish as a Shaft of Light came thru
from Heaven = with a Choir of Angels glorifying the Scene.
Forcing Eisenhower to exclaim:"It is Time to start the
Loud Cry!" Well - we shall see. FIRST = to PHILADELPHIA!
SECOND = the A=B=C COURTS = what are they = ???
THE PUBLISHERS, Box 1270, Grand Forks, BC Canada V0H 1H0
For the first time in 40 years = we reply to Requests
for"ALL" the "PHILADELPHIAN" Statements in the Testimonies.
To get the full import of what this is all about = send
for PUBLICATION # 334. BULLETIN BOARD. July 15, 1976.
Of which this Sheet is a Part. The Request is for Elders
and Researchers to investigate for themselves = as to
whether or not Rev. 3: 7-22 = sets forth LAODICEA or the
Church PHILADELPHIA = as the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT! What did
the SPIRIT OF PROPHECY ACTUALLY TEACH = ???
In this regard = it should be remembered that the Term:
"SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH" does NOT appear in GC =
PK = PP = COL = AA = SC = and other Books.
THEREFORE = when she said:"CHURCH" or "THE CHURCH" =
which "CHURCH" = did she mean = ??? If she meant "SDA
CHURCH" = why did she not say so = was she short of INK?
Or was there a DELIBERATE PURPOSE in just saying:"CHURCH?"
OLD INDEX = PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH = MESSAGE TO = 8T:303.
(Only ONE reference = ??? Well! Well! Well!)
NEW INDEX = ANY BETTER = ??? No. There it is:"SYMBOLIC!"
(Of 2 references given = one is GC 430. Why don't you
look this one up for yourself to see if it is a
"CHURCH" that came forth = was BORN in 1844 = or was
only a "CONDITION" = "SYMBOL" = or "MIRAGE?")
The Destiny of your Soul could depend on the Answer =
and does this "CHURCH" go thru to the End? Is it still
there in the person of 144,000 when LAODICEA is no more?
(We will underline the more important References.)
It will be a Pleasure to set this forth =

"THE TESTIMONIES TO THE CHURCH" = by EGW: 331.
BOOK (1)= 59. (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=185-195,198,181-2.)
BOOK (2)= (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=36,489.)
BOOK (3)= (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=251-293.)
BOOK (4)= (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=87,88,166.) 682.
BOOK (5)= 297, 475-6, 752-3. (C+ OF L+ =101,216-6,233,484-5.
BOOK (6)= 15. (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=77,144,166,262,405.
BOOK (7)= (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=67,200.) 408,426.
BOOK (8)= 303. (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=104,247-251,304.
BOOK (9)= 182.

(CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=309-310,388.)
(CONDEMNIATION OF LAODICEA=337-350.)

[It should be noted that = "Here are they that KEEP the COMMANDEMENTS of God = [That leaves Brinsmmead OUT - he says they CANNOT be kept!] = and the Faith of Jesus." Taken from Rev.14:12 = the Chapter that deals with the 144,000. who have the PHILADELPHIAN NAME on their FOREHEADS = found ONLY under Rev.3:12 and 14:1 = that it is NOT MEN = but "THE ANGEL DECLARES..." 1884 GC=SoP 4:275. Why was this BUTCHERED in your GC 436 = ???]

--------------------------------------------------------

DOES THE PRESIDENT OF THE CONFERENCE SAY WHO THEY ARE = ???

[THANK GOD FOR THIS =] "The work of SEPARATION is given to the Angels of God, and not committed into the hands of any man." TM 47,209. SC 2:282, 3T:113-6, 316. 5T:334. EW 118.

[The ORIGINAL BOOK 275-6 carries over to 282 showing those who "KEEP" the Commandments of God are the OPEN DOOR PHILA- DELPHIANS p.275 = and are the "OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL" p.283. Why was this connection DISRUPTED in your Book = ???] Will CHANGING the Books = CHANGE God's mind = ???

"TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS" =107,444,446.

(CONDEMNIATION OF LAODICEA=130.)

"THE DESIRE OF AGES" = 113,549.

(CONDEMNIATION OF LAODICEA=161,280.)

"PROPHETS AND KINGS" =591.

"MINISTRY OF HEALING" = 421,516.

(THE LAST PAGE HAS PHILADELPHIA FOLLOWING LAODICEA!)

"CHRIST'S OBJECT LESSONS" =117,441.

(LAODICEA TO BUY OF PHILADELPHIA! 117.)

(CONDEMNIATION OF LAODICEA=158,235.)

"THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES" = 588-592. (Yes! every Page!)

(CONDEMNIATION OF LAODICEA=587 = this is a clear-cut Message: ["OUT of that NIGHT (of Laodicean) DARKNESS God's LIGHT will SHINE...At this time a MESSAGE..."


TM 207,234,515,417. 5T:709,613,126,463. SM 2:16. EW 242, 270. The WISE "JOIN" (COL 406) "JOIN" this Procession.)

So we see in AA 587 = as we also saw it in MH 516 = NOT A MESSAGE TO THE LAODICEAN CHURCH AS A CHURCH = but only to THE INDIVIDUAL TO OPEN THE LAODICEAN DOOR AND SLIP OUT! -39-
FL YER $37 = THE J.A.HIEBERT "TEN-COMMANDMENT"

Tables of Stone = "ARK" = to be found as a "SIGN" for the "JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING" to begin = ???

This colored sheet of Paper is intended to cover the A-B=C COURTS. To answer this Question once and for all.]

Read this without Bias = and no one will ever Fool you again. Why do we Worry about it? Because = what if it is not True? And people are WAITING and LOOKING for something that will NEVER come! Then what = ??? (PROCRASTINATION.)

"At the DAY of JUDGMENT there comes to the LOST a full realization of the meaning of the sacrifice made on Calvary. THEY SEE what they have LOST by refusing to be Loyal. They think of the high, pure association it was their privilege to gain. BUT it is TOO LATE. THE LAST CALL has been made. The WAIL is heard:"The HARVEST is PAST, the SUMMER is ENDED, and=we=are=not=Saved." Jer. 8:20." 7T:16.

(These two Colored Sheets are lift-out pages. Send them to a Friend. You will still have two left.)

THE PUBLISHERS, Box 1270, Grand Forks, BC Canada V0H 1HO.

WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE =

"Had the people in sincerity studied the word FOR THEMSELVES, they would not have been misled...God does not compel men to give up their unbelief. Before them are Light and Darkness, Truth and Error. IT=IS=FOR=THEM=TO=DECIDE which they will accept. The human mind is endowed with power to DISCRIMINATE between Right and Wrong. God designs that men should not decide from IMPULSE, but from WEIGHT of EVIDENCE." DA 458. 1898.

THE HIDDEN ARK AND THE TABLES OF STONE.

Over 15 years ago I held Classes in which I had the Audience make a Chart. This is what I would prefer to do now = as we did this Trip = South in 1976. That is the best and most emphatic way to do it. Perhaps we will have a Tape on it. TAPES will be $2.00 per Hour. 60 minute = $2.00. 90 minute = $3.00. 120 Minute = $4.00. We will try to edit a Tape on the Subject.

Now try to pretend that you are in the Meeting = the Chart you are about to turn to = being made in Stages. Why not try it on your Friends? Start with SIMPLE QUESTIONS = you will be Surprised how they will Respond. This is a very effective way of Teaching any Truth.

Finally the CHART will be COMPLETE AS SHOWN =

-40-
## A=B=C COURTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>TIME = 120 YEARS (plus)</td>
<td>1,000 YEARS =</td>
<td>1 DAY =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>TYPE = INVESTIGATIVE</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT =</td>
<td>EXECUTIVE =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>CATEGORY = HEARING</td>
<td>JURY OF 12 =</td>
<td>SENTENCE =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>PLACE = IN HEAVEN</td>
<td>IN HEAVEN =</td>
<td>ON EARTH =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>JUDGE = GOD</td>
<td>JURY =</td>
<td>CHRIST =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>PUBLIC = CLOSED</td>
<td>CLOSED =</td>
<td>OPEN =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>WICKED = IN + ON EARTH</td>
<td>IN EARTH =</td>
<td>ON EARTH =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>SAINTS = IN + ON EARTH</td>
<td>IN HEAVEN =</td>
<td>ON EARTH =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9)</td>
<td>BOOKS = BOOK OF LIFE</td>
<td>BOOK OF DEATH =</td>
<td>FINAL = RECORD BOOKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10)</td>
<td>BOOKS CHANGED = YES</td>
<td>YES = SENTENCE DECIDED</td>
<td>NO = CASE CLOSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11)</td>
<td>WITNESSES = ANGELS RECORDS</td>
<td>BRETHREN TESTIFY</td>
<td>CURSED CONFESS =</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A = B = C =</th>
<th>A = ANGELS =</th>
<th>B = BRETHREN =</th>
<th>C = CURSED =</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CURSED = DEAD + ALIVE</th>
<th>ALL DEAD =</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BRETHREN = DEAD + ALIVE</th>
<th>ALL ALIVE =</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(14)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HOPE = YES =</th>
<th>NO =</th>
<th>ONLY TIME =</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SECRET = WICKED KNOW ?</th>
<th>NO =</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(16)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SEE = ALL ALIVE = ?</th>
<th>NO =</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(17)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ARRAIGNED = ?</th>
<th>NO =</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(18)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SENTENCED = ?</th>
<th>PARDONED =</th>
<th>EXECUTED =</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(19)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>JUDGMENT OF =</th>
<th>DEAD + LIVING =</th>
<th>LIVING ONLY =</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(20)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Will some one undertake to re-shuffle these items in better Order = ??? To improve it.)
(Make it more understandable. As this is an important Item. We do not want to see people go astray. Look for that which will NEVER come. Or perhaps Satan will FAKE it. Be prepared.)

[A] GC 662="At the close of the 1,000 yrs. = wicked DEAD arise to receive their DOOM."
[B] GC 663-4. "Now Satan PREPARES...AN ARMY."
[C] GC 664. "At last the ORDER...the ONSET..."
[D] "TOO LATE they are made to SEE..." 668.
[E] "The whole wicked World stand ARRAIGNED."
[F] "The wicked SEE...All SEE...They SEE in His hands the Tables of the DIVINE LAW." 668.
THIS "ARK" QUESTION CAN BE SETTLED = once=and=for=all = by two things alone = MATCH the CHART = together with GC the LAST CHAPTER.

THE CHART SHOULD HAVE SHOWN =

COURT (A) = is the Setting of the Judgment = in 1844.
COURT (A) = is Rev. 4:... the OPEN DOOR to PHILADELPHIA.
COURT (A) = is PHILADELPHIA who will judge LAODICEA.
COURT (A) = is Rev.5:... the OPENING of ONE SEAL.
COURT (A) = no SEAL was OPENED = before 1844.
COURT (B) = is the 1,000 year Court.
COURT (C) = is after the 1,000 years.

HERE IT IS = ALL OF IT = BELIEVE THIS =

"THE CONTROVERSY ENDED"

GC 662="At the close of the 1,000 years...the wicked DEAD arise to receive their DOOM...with the...SAME SPIRIT."
GC 663="Now Satan prepares...Satan works WONDERS."
GC 664="All...prepare for BATTLE...WAR...THE MULTITUDES."
GC 666="In the presence of the assembled inhabitants of earth and heaven the FINAL CORONATION of the Son of God takes place. And now, invested with SUPREME MAJESTY...

"DOMINION, and GLORY, and a KINGDOM = which WILL be given Him at the CLOSE of His work as a MEDIATOR." GC 480.

"And NOW, invested with SUPREME MAJESTY and POWER, the King of kings pronounces SENTENCE upon the rebels... and EXECUTES justice."And I saw the DEAD...STAND before God"...the Books of Record are OPENED...THEY SEE...

CONSIDER THE MAXWELL BOOK = he has this:"CORONATION" taking place and:"EVERYBODY will CHEER and CHEER and CHEER! They will be SO HAPPY...their JOY will be OVERWHELMING and UNIVERSAL." p.60."MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST."

Obtainable FREE from:"FAITH FOR TODAY = but now you can let TUCKER tuck you to sleep with that one also!
So they will:"CHEER! and CHEER! and CHEER!" = as =

GC 672="FIRE comes down from God out of Heaven...DEVOURING FLAMES...The very ROCKS are on FIRE...THE DAY has come." [Did you UNDERLINE that one in RED = ??] [Your Books are not Read = if they are not UNDERLINED.]
GC 673="THE DAY of the Lord's vengeance."
GC 668="TOO LATE they are made to SEE...The whole wicked World stand ARRAIGNED...and the SENTENCE of ETERNAL DEATH is pronounced...ALL SEE...THEY SEE in his hands the Tables of the Divine Law...They WITNESS..."
GC 671-2="The HOUR has come...THE TIME has come...THE DAY has come..."THE DAY of the Lord's vengeance."(p.673.)

(WRITE for the rest of it = PUBLICATION # 334.)

(Now go to White paper)-43- (Go to page 46 - - - - - - - -)
"False Teachers... urged their HERESIES... FALSE DOCTRINES.
...The Church was DEFECTIVE... [Therefore in Mercy the Lord sends a Message = NOT to the "FALLEN STARS" p. 586 = but =] to every PENITENT believer."Behold, I stand at the Door and Knock." The Lord declares: "if any man [clearly NOT the Church but the INDIVIDUAL!] "if any man hear My Voice, and OPEN the DOOR, I will come in to HIM, and will sup with HIM, and he with Me." AA 587.

NOTICE NOW = he then goes from the LAODICEAN CONDITION and CHURCH to the PHILADELPHIAN CONDITION and CHURCH. And it is THESE that are KEPT in the Hour of Temptation = who BECOME the 144,000 SEALED SAINTS = THE REMNANT CHURCH = HIS NAME shall be in their FOREHEADS = all this from LAODICEA = AA 587 = to AA 588, 589, 590, 591, 592 = each page is PHILADELPHIA out of LAODICEA = into "THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT" = AA 593 = with continuing Blessings to the END of the BOOK. As does MH 516.....

"FUNDAMENTALS OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION" = 179, 294. (Find this Church = join her!)

"EARLY WRITINGS" = 15, 30, 31, 254, 42, 86, 124, 250-1. (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=107.)

"SELECTED MESSAGES" = Book One = 56, 63, 74. 413-4. (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=127, 357, 370, 387.

"SELECTED MESSAGES" = Book Two = 380, 385.

"SERIES B 7" = (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=13, 38-40, 56-8, 61-4. (I am not listing 1/10th of these........)

"SPIRITUAL GIFTS" = Book Two = 32. (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=214, 229, 230, 283-5, 262, 299, 300) (THE INDEX: Does not require a DIRECT QUOTE to be listed as an approved Reference. IF=WE=USED=THAT=METHOD = we would have so many References we would not know what to do with them all.) (But here we should bring in one such = TO=THE=LAODICEANS= "I saw that when the MESSENGERS... bear a plain, pointed TESTIMONY. They should keep up the DISTINCTION between the CHURCH of Jesus Christ, and formal, DEAD PROFESSORS." SG 2:299.) (And to put the LIE on those who, like Spoiled Brats = claim that the POINTED TESTIMONY that cuts=the=natural=heart, will not:"CONVERT ANYONE" = perhaps the REAL=SPOILED= BRATS would Die sooner than Repent = but here is God's Promise:)

"It is the POINTED TESTIMONY that will bring up the people to DECIDE. A PEACEFUL Testimony will not do this... There is as great a DIFFERENCE in our Faith and that of NOMINAL PROFESSORS, as the HEAVENS are HIGHER than the EARTH. -44-"
"The people are ASLEEP in their sins, and need to be a-
alarmed...God's servants must bear a POINTED TESTIMONY.
It will CUT the natural heart, and develop CHARACTER."

"SPIRITUAL GIFTS" = Book Two = 299, 300.

Book Three + Four has a CENTER SECTION
(CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA = 35-37.)

Book Four = 29. (45 "PHILADELPHIAN" Statements so far.)
(CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA = 13, 26-37, 149.)

---

THIS IS PUBLICATION #334 =
the next sheet of Colored Paper = p. 40, 41, 42, 43 = will be
FLYER #337 = "THE TEN-COMMANDMENT J.A. HIEBERT WAYMARK ARK"
Theory. Will the Tables of Stone be found as a Sign that
the "Judgment of the Living has begun" = ??? What if not?

AFTER THIS PAGE #45 = we will Review and Complete the
"ARK" Theory = is it a Fact or a Hoax = ??

---

THEN AFTER THAT = we will Review and Complete this Seven
Church FLYER #336 = and give the References from other
Books including the 6 Big "R&H ARTICLE" Books.

These have 20 "PHILADELPHIAN" Statements alone! So we are
not guessing any more when we can tell you there are over
100 "PHILADELPHIAN" References in the "Spirit of Prophecy"
Books. And if we once ADMIT the Adventist Church is in
"MIDNIGHT DARKNESS" because she has JOINED the other
Churches in "KEY '73" in worshipping OUTSIDE of the OPEN
DOOR "MOST HOLY PLACE" which is the Third Angel's Message=
EW 254-6. That the Third Angel's Message is what "SWELLS
INTO THE LOUD CRY" = which the Adventists are NOT GIVING!

THEREFORE = the Third Angel's Message must be restored to
all honest Believers = the MOST HOLY PLACE "THIRD ANGEL'S
MESSAGE" must be "REPEATED" in a Straight Testimony to
the Laodiceans = in a "MIDNIGHT CRY" before the "LOUD
CRY." If we use the "OPEN DOOR" references as PHILADEL-
PHIAN references - we would open 100 more!

THEREFORE = indirectly as well as directly = there are
over 300 "PHILADELPHIAN" References for the 144,000.
LAODICEA is only anloffshoot branch with NO FRUIT = !

FOR THE HONEST =
The "LAST" Church gets there TOO LATE = and is the "FOOL-
A3: 292. Who wants to be: "LAST!" Who wants to be: "TOO LATE!"
Who wants to be a: "FOOL" or a "COMPANION OF FOOLS?"
"AND AT MIDNIGHT A CRY WAS HEARD: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"
Find the "PROCESSION" COL 406. The wise do... 45-
THEIR STRONG TEXT:

What is J.A. HIEBERT'S favorite Reference? With which he hopes to "PROVE" = "THE UNNOTICED WAYMARK." = ???

(Hiebert died in the Spring of 1976.................)

"THE UNNOTICED WAYMARK"= p.5-8:

(This is the SAME reference found in SDA-BC 1:1109.)
(This is the SAME reference found in RH A5:492.)
(This is the SAME reference found in SM 1:225.)

(Some fling these References around as tho' they are quoting from here = there = and everywhere. When it is the SAME Reference. Want to WATCH that.)
They are all the same = But the ORIGINAL is RH A5:492:

JANUARY 28,1909 = from which we quote:

"When the judgment shall sit, and the books shall be opened, and every man shall be judged according to the things written in the books, then the tables of stone, hidden by God until that day, will be presented before the world as the standard of righteousness. Then men and women will see that the prerequisite of their salvation is obedience to the perfect law of God. None will find excuse for sin. By the righteous principles of that law, men will receive their sentence of life or of death." RH A5:492. January 28,1909. SM 1:225.

(Alright = do some proper Research and Analysis now = leave IMPULSE and EMOTION out of it = or what YOU WANT. Just go by FACTS = by WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE =)

[1] The FIRST word gives the Key. "WHEN..." It is not here yet! "WHEN the Judgment SHALL SIT..." That is not COURT [A] or JUDGMENT [A] = that Judgment SAT in 1844 = !!! Going thru the Generations of the DEAD and then swinging right in to the LIVING. It is all ONE JUDGMENT. "The work of JUDGMENT which BEGAN in 1844, must CONTINUE until the cases of ALL are decided, both of the LIVING and the DEAD; hence it will EXTEND to the Close of human Probation." GC 436.

[2] "...and the Books shall be Opened." Yes. This sounds very impressive = to those who do not know the BOOKS are OPENED 3 TIMES! In each and every COURT!"At the CLOSE of the 1,000 years..."I saw a great white Throne...

And I saw the dead, small and great, stand before God; and the BOOKS were OPENED...and the DEAD were JUDGED."

1884 GC=Sop 4:476,480-1. (GC 666.)

"EVERY MAN"is NOT judged in the FIRST COURT! Only those whose NAMES have been Written in the Book of LIFE! This is where GC 483 throws us off. IN=THEIR=CHANGED=BOOK!
(see CHART = Item (9)) -46-
You will find GC 483 a real Mess! COMPARE it with the TRUTH: "The lives of all who = have = BELIEVED on Jesus pass in solemn review before God. BEGINNING with those who first lived upon the earth, our Advocate examines the cases of each SUCCESSIVE Generation, and CLOSES with the LIVING...ALL=WHO=HAVE=TRULY=REPENTED of sin, and by faith CLAIMED." 1884 GC=SoP 4:309.

(The next CHART we make should show CLEARER that not "ALL" are Judged in COURT (A) = but ONLY those whose names appear in the Lamb's Book of Life. These come NOT into JUDGMENT = but are:"PARDONED." See 1884 GC=SoP 4:309. So for: "EVERY MAN" to be:"JUDGED" = that is COURT (C) = after the 1,000 years.)

"At the CLOSE of the 1,000 years..."THE DEAD WERE JUDGED"...as the BOOKS of RECORD are OPENED." 1884 GC=SoP 4:476, 481. (GC 666.)

Not ALL the Books of Record are OPENED in the FIRST JUDGMENT = nor is:"EVERY MAN" judged = as their KEY REFERENCE declares. That Reference DISPROVES the:"ARK" coming forth = rather than "PROVING" it! That Reference is on OUR SIDE = not on THEIR SIDE.

[3] "THEN the Tables of Stone, HIDDEN by God until=that=DAY..." SM 1:225. That reference PROVES the very opposite of what they intend to:"PROVE" with it! It proves that when:"EVERY MAN" shall be JUDGED = which is AFTER the 1,000 years = the Tables of Stone will be:

"HIDDEN BY GOD UNTIL THAT DAY.

AFTER THE 1,000 years: "The HOUR has come...The TIME has come...The DAY has come..."the DAY of the Lord's vengeance" GC 671-3 (488)

[And the Tables of Stone will be hidden by God until that "DAY" = "The DAY that cometh shall burn them up." 673.]

[4] In his:"UNNOTICED WAYMARK" p.5-6 = HIEBERT claims to: "INTERRUPT" the Reference (p.5) = then claims to:"CONTINUE" = Sorry. I have checked out every Reference as well as the ORIGINAL RH A5:492 = and NONE of them:"CONTINUE! He came to the VERY END of the Reference from R&H Jan.28, 1909 = and then HAULS BACK and quotes what came BEFORE = he did not:"CONTINUE" = (Wonder if DARLING gave him that Idea? As Darling told me he helped him work on this for entire Winters.) ANYWAY = what did he PAUSE to QUOTE to lend support to his "ONE-IDEA?" Let us see =
[5] HIEBERT = p.5: "When the work of the INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT closes, the destiny of ALL will have been decided for LIFE or DEATH." GC 490.

Well! We know that that is just-not-True! It's a LIE! The destiny of ALL = cannot be:"DECIDED" except in a RELATIVE Sense = you do not:"DECISeD!" the Fate of ANYONE until he is JUDGED! And those not in the Lamb's Book of Life ARE=NOT=JUDGED until the 1,000 year COURT (B) = the SUPREME COURT with a JURY of 12 = !!!!

SO WHAT IS THE ANSWER = ??? Very Simple: ELLEN G. WHITE NEVER WROTE IT = !!! This is one of the places where URIAH SMITH and Company = voted in the GC Session in 1883 (See EGW=MR 65,80. VOP-TC 62.) to CHANGE THE BOOKS! So this is the CHANGED BOOK! Messed around with PAGES right here! The closest we can come to that comparative page is: "All who have their names RETAINED in the Book of LIFE should NOW...for ye know not when the TIME IS." 1884 GC=SoP 4:114-5. (GC 490.) "Every soul that has NAMED the NAME OF CHRIST = has a case pending at the heavenly tribunal." (SAME= LEFT OUT of YOUR Book.) (This is a SELECTIVE COURT...........

IN ANY CASE: How does this help HIEBERT = ??? He is trying to prove:"WHEN THE JUDGMENT SHALL SIT" = not when the JUDGMENT is all OVER = !!:!

[6] "THEN men and women will SEE that the prerequisite of their salvation is OBEDIENCE...None will find EXCUSE for SIN..." SM 1:225.

They are ALL of them:"FINDING EXCUSE" for Sin! There is only-one-Time that every Knee shall Bow and CONFESS! And that is, as you well know = AFTER the 1,000 years. And how can men and women:"SEE!" = when they are DEAD? This cannot be COURT (A) nor COURT (B) = it has to be only COURT (C) - see CHART = ITEM (7) (8) (11) (13) (14) (16)........................................... (17) (18) (19) (20)

[7] "...THEN the Tables of Stone = HIDDEN by God until THAT DAY...Then men and women...WILL=RECEIVE=THEIR=SENTENCE..." SM 1:225. (This is getting monotonous. Once you know the Truth = and are firmly FIXED on the Truth = no amount of clever PSYCHOLOGY or GABBLING will change anything! And here it tells you EXACTLY when the Tables of Stone WILL be REVEALED and when they WILL NOT! Not before this:"DAY!" = the "DAY" they receive:"SENTENCE!" And not even Christ can pass:"SENTENCE!" until His:"FINAL CORONATION" = AFTER the 1,000 years. GC 666.(480.). (So that settles that!) -48-
WHY IS IT = ??? That people LIKE this "ARK" Theory = ??? Could it be for the same reason people LIKE the JW Religion? The HWA Religion? the Jews of Tel-Aviv Religion? The Billy Graham Religion? The "AGE-TO-COME" Religion? The Occult Religion? The Brinsmead Religion? The Maxwell Book Religion? Now TUCKER is Tucking them to Sleep with that Omega of all Apostasy = "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST."

Each and every one of them promises "CHARACTER-BUILDING" to be put off! TODAY is not the Day of Salvation = but TOMORROW is = the human weakness to PROCRASTINATE = DELAY = WAIT ABOUT = WAIT FOR A "SECOND CHANCE!"

WAIT for the last Moment = THEN they will DO it!

What a fatal Deception! They want to hang on to the World.

IF NOT = THEY WILL BELIEVE THIS:

"The time has come when everything that can be shaken will be shaken...Be assured that ONLY THOSE who live the prayer of Christ for unity among=His=disciples, WORKING it out in practical LIFE, will stand the Test..."

"There are those today who will present FALSE-HOODS.as: "TESTING TRUTHS", even as the Jews presented the maxims of men as the bread of Heaven. SAYINGS=OF=NO=VALUE... FABLES have been devised, and men are trying to weave these FABLES into the Web...They choose to bring to the Foundation wood, hay, and stubble...

"The Food that is being prepared for the Flock of God will cause spiritual CONSUMPTION, DECLINE, and DEATH. When those who PROFESS to believe present truth come to their Senses...[[et cetera]]...

"THE FINAL JUDGMENT is a most solemn event, which must take place before the assembled universe. When God honors His COMMANDMENT-KEEPING people, [That let's Brinsmead out!] not ONE of the ENEMIES of Truth and Righteousness will be absent. [See when this is = CHART Items: (4)(6)(7)(8)(11)(12)(13)(14)(16)(17)(18)(19)(20)]

"And when transgressors receive their CONDEMNATION, all the righteous will SEE the result of sin. God will be honored, and His government vindicated; and=that=in=the=PRESENCE of the INHABITANTS of the UNIVERSE. Oh, what a CHANGE will then take place in the minds of men! ALL will then SEE the value of eternal life.

"To His Son the Father has committed all judgment. Christ will declare the reward of loyalty."The Father judgeth
no man, but hath committed all JUDGMENT unto the Son... and hath given Him AUTHORITY to EXECUTE JUDGMENT also, because He is the Son of man."...[Did you UNDERLINE that?]

"What a joy it will be to recognize in Him our Teacher and Redeemer...Their joy is complete, and they have taken their glittering crowns and cast them at their Redeemer's feet.

WHEN and WHERE = ???

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MYP 95</th>
<th>CROWN awaits victorious Christian. ML 105.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MYP 104</td>
<td>earnest and persevering EFFORT needed to obtain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6BC 1105</td>
<td>glittering with many stars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev 186-7</td>
<td>given at end of conflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD 283</td>
<td>God's people are fighting for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8T:140</td>
<td>leaders of institutions who will not win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH 455</td>
<td>obtained only by OVERCOMING 8T:315.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4T:300</td>
<td>persons faithful to end will receive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5T:71</td>
<td>placed on brow of OVERCOMER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM 2:212</td>
<td>determined EFFORT needed to win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW 288</td>
<td>bearing their new names GC 646.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7BC 988</td>
<td>golden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA 422</td>
<td>cross must come before MH 476.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT 344</td>
<td>God's people strive for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev 16</td>
<td>is to be won = little time left 1T:454. MH 103.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1T:441</td>
<td>faithful souls take from reprobate ministers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T:67</td>
<td>no cross = no crown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM 1:28</td>
<td>must share conflicts to win 5T:71. AA 312.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA 543</td>
<td>token of self-conquest DA 549.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT 258</td>
<td>by overcoming HABITS 4T:301. 8T:313.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH 452</td>
<td>not attained without continual EFFORT 3T:325.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4T:537</td>
<td>stretch every nerve = struggle for 8T:313.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA 601</td>
<td>LAID=AT=CHRIST'S=FEET=AFTER=1,000=YEARS! GC 667.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB 90. MH 506. 8T:44.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AFTER THE 1,000 YEARS =

"Their joy is complete, and they take their glittering crowns and cast them at their Redeemer's feet.

"When sinners are COMPelled to look upon Him who clothed His divinity with humanity, and who still wears this garb, their confusion is indescribable. Their tears fall from their eyes, and they SEE that which before they would not SEE. They realize what they might have been had they received Christ, and improved the opportunities granted them. They SEE the LAW which they have spurned, exalted even as God's throne is exalted. They SEE God himself giving reverence to His LAW. What a scene that will be! No pen can describe it!"
AFTER THE 1,000 YEARS =
"The accumulated guilt of the world will be laid bare, and the voice of the Judge will be heard saying to the wicked, "Depart from Me, ye that work iniquity."...

"The JUDGMENT will be conducted in accordance with the RULES God has laid down. By the LAW...THEN men and women will SEE that their course of action has decided their destiny. They will be rewarded or punished according as they have OBEYED or VIOLATED the LAW of God...Some FLATTER themselves with the thought that the Lord will give them another opportunity. FATAL DELUSION! Just NOW, day by day and hour by hour, we are building for the JUDGMENT." RH A4:311-2. June 18, 1901.

No = the "ARK" people NEVER quote this one. = !!!
Does it need INTERPRETATION? = no. Study it again = and SEE!!!

SOMETHING ELSE THEY DO NOT QUOTE =
They quote all around it = R&H March 26, 1908. R&H Jan. 28, 1909. LETTER 90, 1906.
But they will not quote = R&H Nov. 20, 1913. RH A6:382.-----

DELETED and OMITTED from PK 187 = had they quoted that = AS=IT=WAS = these:"ARK" people wouldn't have a leg to stand on. FIRST = we will look at another HIEBERT=HUDSON=ROBERTSON=DOWNST=ST. JOHN=MATTIESEN= BREWER=DARLING=
REFERENCE =
That they like to CAPITALIZE in CAPITAL LETTERS

"THE UNNOTICED WAYMARK" (HIEBERT) p.7 =
"AT THE JUDGMENT, THIS COVENANT WILL BE BROUGHT FORTH, PLAINLY WRITTEN WITH THE FINGER OF GOD; and the world will be ARRAIGNED before the bar of Infinite Justice to receive SENTENCE." PK 187.

Begging your Pardon to ask such a silly Question = but do you Adventists = who propogate your strange Doctrines = ever go to the INDEX = CONCORDANCE = DICTIONARY = LIBRARY?

ARRAIGNED =
WEBSTER = to call, summon, or set a Prisoner at the Bar of a Court = to ANSWER to an INDICTMENT. IMPEACH.
See CHART = Items (2) (3) (6) (11) (13) (14) (16) thru (20)

ARRAIGNED = again we turn to GC 667 (482) Christ was
ARRAIGNED = before Annas = before Pilate = before Herod =
ARRAIGNED = on a Charge of High Treason but now = GC 668-
ARRAIGNED = "The whole wicked World stand = ARRAIGNED
ARRAIGNED = "at the Bar of God, on the Charge of High Treason
ARRAIGNED = "They have NONE to plead their cause... -5
ARRAIGNED = Hiebert has them: "ARRAIGNED" and still some one pleading their cause = but, no. ARRAIGNED = is not. COURT (A) = when they are for the most part = NOT ALIVE = and yet are: "JUDGED!" = when they know NOTHING about it! And what about the LIVING?

THE LIVING = "The righteous and the wicked will still be LIVING upon the earth in their mortal state,- men will be planting and building, ALL UNCONSCIOUS that the final, irrevocable decision has been pronounced in the Sanctuary above... SILENTLY, UNNOTICED as the midnight thief, will come the decisive HOUR which marks the FIXING of every man's destiny, the final withdrawal of mercy's offer to guilty men." GC 491. (See also 490.)

THE TEMPLE = the names of the 144,000 are engraved in Letters of Gold in the Temple in Heaven. EW 19. The Temple erected in Jerusalem was SYMBOLIC of the "SPIRITUAL TEMPLE" - "THE LIVING CHURCH" = that took 7 years to build. PK 35-6. The "LIVING STONES" are hewn and shaped and fitted in the Wilderness = where the Church Triumphant now is = but will come together with neither sound of hammer nor ax nor any tool = will come together SILENTLY in the SEALING. PK 36. "The second TEMPLE... There was no manifestation=of=supernatural=power to mark its DEDICATION. No cloud of glory...No fire...the ARK, the=Tables=of=Testimony were not found there. NO SIGN FROM HEAVEN..." PK 597. GC 24. This is SYMBOLIC of the restoration of the Temple and the building of the Wall of Separation to be done now. PK 677. By a "FEEBLE PEOPLE" to:"RESTORE THE PRINCIPLES." "God's REMNANT PEOPLE, standing before the World as REFORMERS...They are to be REPAIRERS of the BREACH." PK 677-8. "THE DESPISED REMNANT." 5T:475. RH A5:387. EV. 234. 8T:195-6. 2T:376. 3T:62. PK 591.

NO THUNDERING FOOTSTEPS =

herald His coming to Judgment = "WATCH and PRAY: for ye KNOW NOT when the Time is." GC 490. "WATCH ye therefore, lest coming suddenly he find you SLEEPING." 1884 GC= SoP 4:315. "So when the irrevocable decision of the Sanctuary has been pronounced, and the destiny of the World has been forever FIXED, the inhabitants of the Earth will KNOW=IT=NOT." GC 615. "SATAN...does not know that their cases have been DECIDED in the Sanctuary above." 1884 GC= SoP 4:435. (618.)

(NOW = what was OMITTED from PK 187 = ???)

HIEBERT QUOTES = PK 187 = "'For the hour of His judgment is come...AT THE JUDGMENT, THIS COVENANT WILL BE BROUGHT FORTH..." p.7. "THE UNNOTICED WAYMARK."

BUT HOW IS IT IN THE ORIGINAL AND IN FACT IN PK 187 = ???

"For the hour of His judgment is come..." is FOLLOWED BY 9 very interesting lines BEFORE..."THIS COVENANT WILL BE BROUGHT FORTH." Yes. And those 9 very interesting lines take you up to..."...the same shall drink of the wine of the WRATH of God, which is poured out without mixture into the cup of His indignation."...His word will stand fast FOREVER, as unalterable as His throne." PK 187.

It is to demonstrate that the Law WILL NOT and CANNOT be changed = that the Covenant shall be brought forth as the World will be:"ARRAIGNED" (ALIVE!) FACE=TO=FACE !

"Have you anything to say before SENTENCE is passed = ?"

HERE IS THE ORIGINAL = "AT THE JUDGMENT, when=every=case=shall=be=decided=in=the=COURTS=of=Heaven,

[Those 11 words in a String = are MISSING in PK 187 = !]

[EVERY CASE is NOT decided in the FIRST JUDGMENT!]
[And what if it were ??! ?? when "EVERY CASE" IS DECIDED!]
[Is it not then ALL OVER = ??! ??]
[In what way can anyone make a Case out of this reference to support the superstition and wish-ful thinking that this could be a SIGN for the JUDGMENT to BEGIN ?]

[If EVERY CASE shall be:"DECIDED!" It is TOO LATE!

Whether it is AFTER the 1,000 years or AFTER the Door of Probation is CLOSED = what matter? IT=IS=ALL=OVER !!!!]

"AT THE JUDGMENT, when every case shall be decided in the courts in Heaven, THIS=COVENANT=WILL=BE=BROUGHT=FORTH, plainly written with the finger of God. The World will be ARRAigned before the Bar of Infinite Justice to receive SENTENCE." RH A6:382. Nov. 20, 1913.

A = B = C

[A] To be:"ARRAIGNED" they have to be ALIVE = !!!
[B] To be:"BEFORE THE BAR" they have to be ALIVE = !!!
[C] To be"SENTENCED" this has to be COURT (C) EXECUTIVE!

This is what it means to MESS around with the BOOKS as given by INSPIRATION = and then CHANGING them!

And then try to make out that she:"AUTHORIZED" it!

They CHANGED the Books 1883-1888. And she wrote in 1905:
"I have NOT been authorized to CHANGE that which I have sent out." RH A5:110. "NOT=A=WORD is CHANGED or denied." Series B7:57. 1905. -53-
TWO STAGES OF AN ELDER'S LETTER =

An Elder writes and DARES me to print his Letter =
which I will do in two Stages = PART ONE =
"THE ARK IS OR IS NOT" =

"In dealing with the subject of the ARK of the 10 Com-
mandments there are but two questions. Ex.34:1.

1. The ARK is or is not; that is the one written and
given to Moses the second time. The first one was broken.

These righteous men just before the destruction of
the temple, removed the sacred ARK containing the tables
of stone = "...and with mourning and sadness, secreted it
in a cave...and was no more to be restored to them. THAT
SACRED ARK IS YET HID. IT HAS NEVER BEEN DISTURBED SINCE
IT WAS SECURET." S.P. Vol.1:414.

Now any who say this is not so are liars and hypocrites
and if not the prophetess is. Do you understand? Do you
agree? FOOD FOR THOUGHT = God took such pains to pre-
serve the ARK. Why????????????????????????????????????????
(PART ONE = by the Elder..........................)

REPLY = So what? Just WHO does not AGREE that: (A) There
was a second Tables of Stones to replace the ones that
Moses broke. (B) These are hidden in a Cave.

AGAIN I SAY = so what? This SAME information = in much
greater detail = is also found in SG 3+4(Center Part.)
105-6,111,115. SDA-BC 1:1109. SDA-BC 7:972. PK 453. CM 126.
A Special Paper put out by WHITE ESTATE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
20012. It is also found in the CATHOLIC BIBLE = in the
APOCRYPHA = 2 Maccabees 2:4-8.

SO = ??? What new is this? Who denies that: (A) There are
two Tables of Stone. (B) That they are hidden. (C) The
Big Question is: (1) WHY were they hidden? (2) WHY will
they be: "...no more restored to THEM." = ???

PART TWO OF THE ELDER'S LETTER =
"2. WHEN IS HE GOING TO BRING THE ARK OUT
OF THE CAVE? & WHY?

"The precious record of the law was placed in the ARK of
the testament, AND IS STILL THERE safely hidden from the
human family, but in God's appointed time he will bring
forth these tables of stone, TO BE A TESTIMONY TO ALL THE
WORLD AGAINST THE DISREGARD OF HIS COMMANDMENTS AND AGAINST
THE IDOLATROUS WORSHIP OF A COUNTERFEIT SABBATH." Vol.1:

1109.

Food for thought? Could you think of a more effective

-54-
"witness than the bringing forth of the actual law at the
time of the enforcing of the Mark of the Beast & his image?

And do not come up with that ridiculous argument that this
applies a 1000 years later at the judgment; it is speaking
of all the world at the time of the Mark of the Beast, nor
could it be a witness or a testimony after probation has
closed, it MUST BEFORE. We are not here dealing with St.
John or Hiebert, but the S.P. & the Bible.

It took exactly two and a half minutes to read this for
it is the truth and the truth needs but a few words,"The
seventh day is the sabbath of the Lord thy God." I shall
not debate what God says. This is most dangerous.

I challenge you to put this in one of your papers, even
the R.S.H. does that but you never. Why? You are afraid.
Alright prove me wrong; just as it is no comments no names.
But for heavens sake do not make a fool of yourself to try
to prove this is wrong. Prov.14:7. You will be contradict-
ing inspiration.

"Rebuke a wise man and he will love thee, rebuke a fool
and???

You terrify me by your remarks about the sacred ARK and
LAW as sacred as God Himself. Ask Him to forgive you
quickly. Stick to present truth subjects. This subject
is not present truth now; it is just ahead. "The meek
will he guide in judgment." (End of ELDER.)

Alright = so your anon-e-mouse == == == == == == == == == ==
(I just caught one with the right kind of Cheese - last
night. He was a Sly one - a Nibbler - but I switched Traps
on him and oiled the Trigger. My neighbor uses Bread and
ties it on with a Thread. So he has to PULL on it. So I
am going to get you to pull on this;)

THE TRAP.
Also called:"SNARES OF SATAN" showing how Adventist Min-
isters would TRAP people into being:"CARELESS" = "INDIF-
FERENT" = and RECKLESS = about the LAST MESSAGE. These
4 Key-Pages were LIFTED OUT of your GC 518 = but found in
ORIGINAL 1884 GC=Sop 4:337-340. (TM 472-5.)

THE SNARES OF SATAN.
"As the people of God approach the perils of the Last Days,
Satan holds earnest consultation with his angels as to the
most successful plan of overthrowing their faith. He sees
that the popular Churches are already lulled to sleep by
his deceptive Power.~~~55~
"By PLEASING sophistry (the Kind that Brinsmead-Paxton are now dishing out) and lying wonders he can continue to hold THEM under his control. THEREFORE he directs his angels to lay their SNARES especially for those who are looking for the second Advent of Christ, and endeavoring to KEEP all the COMMANDMENTS of God.

"Says the great deceiver: "We must WATCH those who... see the claims of the LAW of God...the ministration of Christ in the Heavenly Sanctuary...hold the minds of the people in DARKNESS till that work is ENDED, and we shall secure the World and the Church also..."

(With Brinsmead = you do not like to hear so much about "BRINSMEAD" = why do we single him out? Because he is the Adventist STOOGE and Jack-in-the=Box to come up with BABYLONISH WITCH=KETTLE BREW - just another BALAAM speaking for Adventists = so he declares = that he is giving the other Churches: "OUR ADVENTIST MESSAGE" are you SILENT = TONGUE-TIED? NEUTRAL? CARELESS? COULDN'T= CARE=LESS? Let him get away with it? By SILENCE giving consent = ??? As he ATTACKS the KEEPING of the LAW! As does his Master = Heppenstall and the Devil!)

(Or haven't you been reading his Writings = ???)

THE DEVIL'S PLAN VIA BRINSMEAD=FROOM = "...now the Church must be led to UNITE with the World...follow Custom and Tradition...(the) PERFECT LAW of Liberty shall be represented as a YOKE of BONDAGE...Through those that have a FORM of godliness but know not the POWER, we can gain MANY...Those of this Class who are apt and intelligent will serve as DECOYS...because they PROFESS the same FAITH. We will thus lead them to conclude that the requirements of God are LESS STRICT than they once believed...Thus they will SEPARATE from Christ." 1884 GC=SoP 4:337-340. TM 472-5. (See your GC 518.)

WHAT HAS THIS TO DO WITH THE ARK COMING FORTH = ???
It has everything to do with it. It once again elevates and flatters the Adventist and the Jew. The Herren-Volk. That THEY are going to find the Ark and Parade it around the World = that THEY are going to give the:"LOUD CRY" = as they have been trying for 100 years. But it will be another:"MOVEMENT" that "SHALL COME" GC 464.

THE TABLES OF STONE =
THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL = "...the Tables of Stone...in a Cave where it was to be hid FROM the PEOPLE=OF=ISRAEL, BECAUSE=OF=THEIR=SINS, and was to be no more restored to THEM." SoP 1:414. 1890. -56-
SO IF IT IS FOUND = WOULD THAT NOT BE RESTORING IT TO "THEM" = ???
EVEN IF SOME ONE ELSE DOES FIND IT = ???
"...two Tables of Testimony, Tables of Stone...SAFELY
HIDDEN (from the Jews?) FROM=THE=HUMAN=FAmily." BC 1:1109.

THE BATTLE OVER THE LAW =

The entire Plan of Salvation depends on the outcome of
the Battle over the Law! Satan was thrust out of Heaven =
is the LAWLESS BRINSMEAD I FK going to take his Place =
without respect for LAW = ???. While mumbling about the:
"CURSE of the LAW!" = ???. (Do you want 10 References?)

THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE = "As the ministration of Jesus
CLOSED in the Holy Place, and He passed into the HOLIEST,
and stood before the ARK containing the LAW of God, He
sent another mighty angel with a THIRD MESSAGE to the
World...the most terrible THREATENING ever borne to man."  
EW 254. "Their MOUTHS will be CLOSED while the PLAGUES are fall-
ing, and the great LAWGIVER is requiring JUSTICE of those
who have had HIS HOLY LAW in derision and have called it
"a CURSE to man"...When such feel the iron grasp of this
LAW taking hold of them, these expressions will appear be-
fore them in LIVING CHARACTERS...THAT LAW...which the Word
of God calls "holy, just, and good."  EW 66. (see 65.)

THE LAW IS THE FOUNDATION OF HIS THRONE =

Two Angels stand guard over the ARK in the Most Holy Place

ANOTHER SET WAS IN THE SANCTUARY ON EARTH = NOW HIDDEN =

GUARDED BY FOUR ANGELS AT ALL TIMES = SG 3+4. (Center.) 102.

THIS ARK IS SAFELY HIDDEN FROM ISRAEL AND FROM =
"...the human family." BC 1:1109.  "NO POTENTATE OF EARTH
HAS POWER TO DRAW FORTH THOSE TABLES FROM THEIR SACRED
hiding place beneath the Mercy Seat." (Speaking of those in Heaven.  BC 7:972.) (And the same applies to those on
Earth = kept from man = because of his sins.) (If He gave
them to this Generation that would show Respect + Partiality.)

THERE IS NO RECORD ANYWHERE THAT MAN WILL EVER HANDLE
THOSE TABLES AGAIN = IN FACT = JUST THE OPPOSITE =

THERE ARE TWO "DAYS" OF JUDGMENT:

One "DAY" of Judgment = as already shown = is AFTER the
1,000 years. The other "DAY" of Judgment = when Christ
comes = it is called:"THE DAY" of Judgment. In a Sense
it is "THE DAY" the 12 Tribes of Israel are called for
Jury Duty = Jury of 12 = to the 1,000 yr. SUPREME COURT.
"GOD'S PEOPLE DELIVERED" = THE 144,000 =
1884 GC=SoP 4: = = = pages as shown =

452="In one night they determine to strike the decisive blow that shall forever SILENCE the voice of the Re-
prover...they are about to rush upon their prey...

453="They have kept the word of my patience"...(144,000 Philadelphia's? Rev. 3:10.)...THE VOICE OF GOD...

455="...for the DAY of the Lord is...very terrible...

456-7="The Glory of Heaven is beaming from the gates ajar. THEN=THE=APPEARS=AGAINST=THE=SKY=A=HAND=
holding two Tables of Stone folded together...It is impossible to describe the HORROR and DESPAIR of
those who have trampled upon...HIS LAW...NOW=THEY=
ARE=CONDEMNED=BY=THAT=LAW...TOO LATE they SEE...

TOO LATE they SEE...

458="...the SANDY FOUNDATION upon which they have been building...THE VOICE OF GOD IS HEARD..."

459="The King of kings descends...A=FIRe=SHALL=DEVOUR=
BEFORE=HIM..."GATHER MY SAINTS UNTO ME."

LOOK AGAIN AT P. 458 = who was building on a Foundation of Sand = ??? "...a GREAT REFORMATION...among Seventh-
day Adventists...giving up the Doctrines...in a pro-
cess of REORGANIZATION...The principles of Truth...
to the REMNANT CHURCH, would be DISCARDED. OUR=RELI-
GION=WOULD=BE=CHANGED...A NEW ORGANIZATION...
"We cannot now enter into any NEW ORGANIZATION; for this
would mean APOSTASY from the Truth." SM 2:390. 1905.

THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY!

"Seventh-day Adventists...A NEW ORGANIZATION would be established. BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER...(that MAXWELL
BOOK = the OMEGA of Apostasy!)...Their FOUNDATION
would be built on the SAND, and Storm and Tempest
would sweep away the Structure." SM 1:204-5. 1904.

"Our God shall come...it shall be very TEMPESTUOUS round about him...He shall...JUDGE HIS PEOPLE." 459.
(1884 GC=SoP 4:459. GC 637-642.) THE VOICE OF GOD...

"The World SEE the very Class whom they have MOCKED and DERIDED, (have mocked and derided the PHILADELPHIANS =
see next page.) and desired to exterminate, PASS UNHARM-
ED through TEMPEST and EARTHQUAKE and PESTILENCE. He
who to the transgressors of his LAW a DEVOURING FLAME,
is to HIS PEOPLE a safe Pavilion." 1884 GC=SoP 4:471.

THE LAW = HIGH IN THE SKY = (p.456-7) OUT OF THE REACH OF MEN! THE STANDARD OF HIS KINGDOM! AMEN! -58-
So = Elder: you think that God should let men find the ARK = and they will keep the Sabbath and otherwise Obey His LAW = ??? Not because of RIGHT = but because of MIGHT? JUSTIFICATION is not by FAITH = but by SIGHT = ???

You do not MAGNIFY the LAW by placing it in the thankless hands of this evil Generation. They would not BELIEVE if an Angel were sent from Heaven.

But BEWARE! They may dig up SOMETHING = even as they will: "RAISE THE DEAD!" Even: "MRS. WHITE!" The SHEPHERD'S ROD were trying to do that several Times! GC 624. I believe this sort of thing will be done in the SEALING. Once they are SEALED = over on the WRONG SIDE! Expect ANYTHING then. The TRUTH of the Most Holy Place = the OPEN DOOR CHURCH = shown in GC 435 = the KEEPERS of the LAW = are not LAODICEAN AWAKENERS nor ADVENTISTS!

RDB = RANTING away about the "CURSE OF THE LAW!" is no more fit to minister Holy Things = than a Hog.

"Here are they that KEEP the Commandments of God..." 1884 GC=Sop 4:275 = declares it is NOT MEN = but:"THE ANGEL" that so declares. WHY was this CHANGED in GC 436?

No = men will NOT lay their hands on the LAW of God!
Neither will they JUDGE who is SAVED! Thank God! The ones SAVED = will be DESPISED by the CHURCH = that has SOLD OUT to BILLY GRAHAM and the World.

THINK OF THIS =

"The EXECUTION of the JUDGMENT will be at the CLOSE of the 1,000 years." EW 52-3.

"INSTEAD of living in expectation of some SPECIAL SEASON of excitement, we are wisely to improve PRESENT opportunities...Instead of exhausting the powers of our mind in SPECULATIONS in regard to the TIMES and SEASONS which the Lord has placed in His power, and WITHHELD from men, we are to yield ourselves to the control of the HOLY SPIRIT, to do PRESENT DUTIES...Jesus did not come to ASTONISH men with some great announcement of some special TIME when some great EVENT would occur...INDIVIDUALLY...pleading with Him for HIS POWER, by fervently praying that His GRACE may come upon us, and that our CHARACTERS may be TRANSFORMED. This is the CHANGE we need TODAY..." SM 1:186-7. 1891. See also p.191.

"At this time the LAODICEAN MESSAGE is to be given." --- "To AROUSE a SLUMBERING CHURCH." p.196.
(You think, perhaps = that it is easy to write things down = line things up = ?? I had intended to STOP this Subject as I saw the pages going by = and leaving barely enough Room for the End of the PHILADELPHIAN STATEMENTS. And no Room for more LETTERS of which I have set aside MANY - for a long Time = but seem to run out of Space. For if we are in the midst of a Subject = we should make a Job of it. And do it well. In this case = I have NOT EVEN GONE THRU MY BOOKS FOR REFERENCES BY THE SCORE = perhaps I should have. I do not know. But this Morning as I re-read these pages = something came to me very clearly = that I must ADD even if it takes another Page or Two. This alone does away with that HIEBERT THEORY. (This never came to me before = only this Morning. Aug.7.)

THE ROBES OF AUTHORITY =

(1) He was a Babe - Helpless - in a Manger. That's the way they like Him = and is why they keep CHRIST-mass.
(2) Or - better yet = HANG Him on the Cross! More HELP-LESS and POWERLESS - still! That's why they keep SUN-DAY on EASTER. "Says Howard Crosby:"The church of God is to-day court ing the world. Its members are trying to bring it DOWN to the level of the UNGODLY. The ball, the theater, nude and lewd art, social luxuries with all their loose moralities, are making inroads into the sacred inclosures of the Church, and as a satis-faction for all this world-li ness, CHRISTIANS are making a great deal of LENT and EASTER and church ornamentation. It is the old trick of Satan. The Jewish Church struck on that rock; the Romish church was WRECKED on the same; and the PROTESTANT is fast reaching the same DOOM." 1888 GC 386-7. (See your Book to see how they fixed up what:"Howard Crosby" said! To make room for Nichols and his EASTER!)(on SUN-day.)
(3) In Prophetic Office - He became a young Man = called a "CARPENTER." Then a PROPHET = who pronounced the DOOM on the SABBATARIAN CITY = a Prophecy DUAL in its appli cation. GC 36. Applying to the SABBATARIAN CHURCH again. And they LIKE it no more than the JEWS fixed it. Nor do their Rabbis mention it - either. They prefer to deal in "THE POSITIVE!" Not anything like this. (This would Stop them DEAD!)= "JERUSALEM is a REPRESENTATION of what the church WILL BE if it refuses to walk in the Light that God has given." BT:67,133-4,250. PK 47 and a DOZEN more! (You know what? I wager NO ADVENTIST will WRITE and want "THOSE=OTHER=REFERENCES! They much prefer: HOUTER=BRINS MEAD=ROGERS=FROOM=MAXWELL=HEPPENSTALL!)
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(See CHART = Item:(2)(3)(5)(18)(19)(20))

COURT (A) = GOD IS NOT JUDGE. And yet He is! And yet He is NOT! "To His Son the FATHER has committed ALL JUDGMENT. Christ will declare the REWARD of loyalty." The FATHER judgeth NO MAN, but hath committed ALL JUDGMENT unto the Son...and hath given Him AUTHORITY to EXECUTE JUDGMENT also." RH A4:311-2. June 18, 1901. John 5:22.9:39.

COURT (A) = YET = GOD = IS = ON = THE = THRONE! HE = DOES = NOT = JUDGE! HE PARDONS! He PARDONS the NAMES the LAWYER presents before the Throne! HE = DOES = NOT = JUDGE! The Lawyer decides! The Judge agrees!

COURT (A) = and yet = CHRIST = IS = NOT = JUDGE! He is a LAWYER! He pleads BEFORE the THRONE! He does not plead to CONDEMN ANYONE = He pleads for those who deserve PARDON! "HIS WORK AS A MEDIATOR (LAWYER)!...All who have truly REPENTED, and by FAITH claimed the BLOOD...have PARDON entered against their names in the Books of Heaven." (Read the REST of it! to know that the "RIGHTOUSNESS" of Christ means: "CHARACTER!" TM 234.) GC 480-3, (308-9.)

In a Preliminary HEARING to see WHO should come up before the Bar of Justice = it can be a different JUDGE! Than the one who actually Sits in the SUPREME COURT!

Lasher found this out when he had a "DEAL" with the one: "JUDGE" who promised "SUSPENDED SENTENCE" if he would plead: "GUILTY!" Which he did = and then found himself facing ANOTHER JUDGE! Who had made no = such = Deal! And threw the Book at him!

ROBE =

Do you think a ROBE means NOTHING? Most JUDGES were once LAWYERS. What sensations go thru a man when he lays aside the ROBES of a MEDIATOR = and assumes the ROBES and OFFICE of a JUDGE! with all the LAWYERS scraping and bowing = which they wouldn't do the day before! THE ROBE demands RESPECT! DEATH to him who lays hands on a KING!

COURT (A) Christ pleads before the Throne = He is only a LAWYER = requesting that the Saints:"COME NOT INTO JUDGMENT!" Another JUDGE can decide that.

COURT (B) The Jury of 12 is commissioned BY = THE = JUDGE = TO JUDGE! The JUDGE again - is more of a REFEREE.

COURT (C) Remember this page = GC 666(480) = as you remember when He steps OUT of the Most Holy Place = He lays OFF the ROBES of a LAWYER = and 1,000 years later = assumes the ROBES and OFFICE of "KING OF KINGS." GC 666.

Here again = Hiebert falls flat on his face!

"The JUDGMENT will be conducted in accordance with the RULES God has laid down...BY THE LAW...THEN MEN AND WOMEN WILL SEE..." RH A4:311-2. June 18, 1901. -61-
WELL, ELDER = here is your: "RIDICULOUS" answer! Just imagine a "JUDGE" = passing Sentence = without the ACCUSED being PRESENT to ANSWER to the CHARGE! Or without even KNOWING the COURT took place! IMAGINE the "LAWYER" = in his Role as: "MEDIATOR" before the Throne = assuming the Office of JUDGE! and passing SENTENCE! No SENTENCE can be PASSED = until the Case is heard! The Case is not heard until the 1,000 yr. (B) COURT. And even then it is the JURY of 12 that is the JUDGE! The JUDGE cannot, will not = pass SENTENCE until he is in his right Robes. He is first CROWNED and ROBED to this Office = in GC 666(480). AFTER the 1,000 years = and in (C) COURT. The ONLY one that is a "DAY!" "They SEE(666)...ARRAIGN(667)...The whole wicked World stand ARRAIGN at the Bar of God...the SENTENCE of Eternal death is PRONOUNCED against them...The wicked SEE... All SEE...They SEE in His hands the Tables of the Divine LAW(668)...The HOUR has come...The TIME has come(671)... The DAY has come(672)..."the DAY that cometh shall BURN THEM UP..." GC 662-673.(476-489.) (See CHART.........)

This is the END of them = and the END of this Subject.

NOW TO PICK UP PHILADELPHIA = FLYER #336.

(We already have 45 PHILADELPHIAN REFERENCES.)

"EDUCATION" = 282. ("Even unto the END of the World" = ("I am with you." Ed.282.)

"COUNCILS TO WRITERS + EDITORS" = (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=33,36. Look with suspicion on any "NEW LIGHT" = because they are:"BLIND!")

"LIFE SKETCHES" = 64,65. (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=322.) 328 = (BOOK-CHANGING LAODICEANS ="...CANNOT be followed by the REMNANT people of God.")

"BIBLE COMMENTS" = EGW. (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=7:959.) (Shows difference in TWO CLASSES.)

1893(ORIGINAL) "GOSPEL WORKERS" = 126,234. (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA=53,87,89-91,104,390.)

"GOSPEL WORKERS" (1915) = NONE. (Good enough reason to CHANGE the Book! Not one chapter the same!)
1888 Steam Press "LIFE SKETCHES" = 120-125. (This is by James White, no doubt with her approval. Since there is much evidence that James White said the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH is THE CHURCH of the Last Days = this Section shows PHILADELPHIA was BORN in 1844 = and goes thru to the End = after a BATTLE with LAODICEA!)

(CONDEMNIATION OF LAODICEA=329. (She was Laodicea in 1855!) 333. (Again she was Laodicea in 1857! The Message was meant to develop CHARACTER! 334.) EGW. To bring REPENTANCE!)

"REVIEW and HERALD ARTICLES =

BOOK ONE=494,542,567. (CONDEMNIATION OF LAODICEA=18,32,33, 199,318,338,363,364,449,460,470,472,567.) (567 is another case of where PHILADELPHIA follows poor Old LAODICEA + PHILADELPHIA stays to the END!)

BOOK TWO=289,291, 298,385,387,434. (291 assures us an OPEN DOOR that NO MAN can SHUT = and that some may try to close that Door = as did the "PHARISEES.").

(CONDEMNIATION OF LAODICEA=89,181,221,225,229,231,258,273, 276,307,330,364,368,371,382,420,421,434,486,615,619,623, 555.) (382 speaking of the "LIGHT" of that OTHER "ANGEL" and LEFT OUT of Ev.190 where "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" is "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE IN VERTIN" = they forgot to add = "AS=YET=WE=CERTAINLY=HAVE=NOT=SEEN=THE=LIGHT=THAT=ANSWERS=TO=THIS=DESCRIPTION...and all who will accept it will see the SINFULNESS in remaining in a LUKEWARM CONDITION; they will heed the Counsel of the TRUE WITNESS... (OR ELSE) He will spue you OUT of his mouth...To our Brethren...who talk and act as if there were NO=NEED=OF=MORE=LIGHT, we want to say that the LAODICEAN MESSAGE is applicable to you...We must have OIL...and not be like the FOOLISH VIRGINS..."TO=HIM=THAT=OVERCOMETH, will I grant to sit with Me in my Throne." RH A2:381-2. April 1, 1890.) (The Blessing is to him that overcometh Laodicea.)

(Why was all the above LEFT OUT of:"JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH?" It is as we contended right along: "JUSTIFICATION" by your own:"FAITH!" Not in the "FAITH" of some Old PROOM! With his Lackeys = BRINSMEA+DURST=HUDSON=MAXWELL= your PERSONAL faith superseded theirs! and why not?)

BOOK THREE=27,44,74,134. (CONDEMNIATION OF LAODICEA=27,63, 65,35,136,160,173,181,260,293,400,519.)

BOOK FOUR=192,546,565. (CONDEMNIATION OF LAODICEA=96,105, 167,169,227,292,301,316,323,353,385,370,389,- (63)-
BOOK FIVE = 44,431,460. (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA = 13,39, 99,107,300,431,481,542,557.)

BOOK SIX = 444. (CONDEMNATION OF LAODICEA = 53,149,153,155, 302,321,327,339,358,360,381,410.)

(TOTAL FROM 6 R&H BIG BOOKS = PHILADELPHIA 21. LAOD. 87.)

GRAND TOTAL OUT OF THE BOOKS SHOWN =

PHILADELPHIA 85. (All good.) LAODICEA 194. (All bad.)

PHILADELPHIA IS THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT =!!!

Elder Alfred J. Bachand, writes from WASHINGTON =
(514 Elm Ave., Takoma Park, MD. 20012.) BACHAND BULLETIN
August 4, 1976 = "ORGANIZED LAODICEA."

"...and you can well believe that the church that God spews out of his mouth, is not God's church on earth... We better read again the story of six of the seven churches, that the CONDITION was REPENTANCE, and in every case the refusal (meant) the Close of Probation for them... At this time it would do us good to reread the 2nd chapter and the 3rd chapter of Revelation. Then the SEALING will have more meaning... Let us note (in TM 359, 5T:81,211-2,463.) the TWO CLASSES the professed Adventists, and the Saints = are not the same, the professed Adventists must Repent. Let me repeat REPENT; in order to CHANGE their lives under the ministry of the Holy Spirit, and come OUT of the organized Laodicean Church, and enter into the PHILADELPHIAN STATE, and thus be accepted into the Kingdom of God on Earth. WTF 12...

"How wonderful it is to belong to the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH! I can now testify to that experience, and it is for this reason that I am calling the people of God OUT of Organized Laodicea, and I have Revelation 3:14-19 to test this doctrine by, and also the Inspired Writings of the Spirit of Prophecy... Take the pay-check out and then we will be better able to count Israel. I asked a Conference President what he would do if the church was no longer able to pay the Wages, and his reply was that he for one would not be preaching for the Adventists...

"The state of the church represented by the FOOLISH 
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VIRGINS is also spoken of as the LAODICEAN STATE."

...these TWO CLASSES...are OPPOSED to each other...THE PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH established on Isa.58:10 (Isa. 8:9, 12, 14, 16, 19, 20. 9:14-6. 10:3, 20-5. 11:11, 12, 16. 37:31. 56:8. 65:5. Ps. 147:2. Jer. 8:2. 11:23. Eze. 6... A5:398)

"...they are identified as the CAST-OUTS read this in John 16:2, 3, and in Luke 6:22, and when the MIDNIGHT CRY is given these TWO CLASSES will be forever separated, and too late for the poor, wretched, and blind Laodicean to be saved...and for encouragement to the WISE VIRGINS to hold fast that NO MAN TAKE THY CROWN." (Bachand.)

(For those who are fortunate enough to have HOEHN PUBLICATION 315 = more Light on PHILADELPHIA p. 29-33, 45-47, 55-59. As applying to the 144,000 as all the Pioneers believed and taught. URIAH SMITH brought in LAODICEA.)

"It would be more pleasing to the Lord if LUKEWARM PROFESSORS of Religion had = never = named = his = name...Such are a CURSE to the cause at home and abroad...He will pass them by, and raise up OTHERS..."Go to now, ye RICH men... I was shown that as the work was CLOSING UP, and the TRUTH going forth in mighty Power, these RICH men will bring their MEANS and lay it at the feet of the Servants of God, begging them to accept it. The answer from the Servants of God is, Go to, now, ye RICH men. Your MEANS are = not = needed." SG 2:226-246. "GATHER yourselves together...before the fierce ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU." 1T:180. (Footnotes of Straight Testimony to Laodiceans. The WISE will FLEE to ESCAPE the CURSE!)

(The 3 that invited me to Washington in 1974 = or took an interest in the Meetings = have now been DISFELLOWSHIPPED.) The 144,000 will be OUTCASTS of Israel? Isa. 11:

"Hear the Word of the Lord, ye that tremble at his word; Your brethren that hated you, that CAST=YOU=OUT for my name's sake, said, Let the Lord be glorified: but he will appear to your joy, and THEY shall be ASHAMED." Isa. 66:5.

WE GET LETTERS = Aug. 8, 1976.
Dear Bro. Hoehn:

From time to time I have been reading your books and papers. I think you hit the nail right on the head. I agree with you. Please put me on your Mailing List. Sincerely, Tucson, Arizona. -65-
WE GET MORE LETTERS =


Dear Elder Hoehn:

Remember when Reformers, Leaders who lead out in wrong Doctrines. Remember this beautiful enlightening statement was written especially for them:

John 3:19. "And this is the CONDEMNATION...that men loved DARKNESS rather than LIGHT, because their DEEDS were EVIL. For every one that doeth EVIL hateth the LIGHT, lest his DEEDS should be REPROVED."

Al Friend = RDB and his Brother = Fred Wrong = sure fits them like velvet Glove. That is why they HATE the true PHILADELPHIAN MESSAGE = which they know nothing about. Not as long as they see 144,000 LAODICEANS saved.

Madelyn Lewis.

Dear Herman:

Jan. 6, 1976.

I wrote you asking about Reviews. I can't do anything here without the original Review quoted...

Keep the good work going... Edgar Watts.

(In reply to that Letter we printed THOUSANDS of COPIES of the main ABOMINATIONS = LESLIE HARDINGE taking them OUT of the Most Holy Place at the GC Session = 1970. R&H. June 19, 1970. p.9,10. Just like both Segments of the AWAKENING did in 1960. Bro. Davis wrote asking him WHY he gave them:"JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH - this is the Message of the (outer) COURT....SANCTIFICATION BY FAITH - this is the Message of the HOLY PLACE. Pass into the inmost shrine...THE HOLIEST...One day we will share it with our Lord. GLORIFICATION BY GRACE - this is the Message of the place MOST HOLY...And WHEN the High Priest moves INTO the HOLIEST He will carry you there..." LESLIE HARDINGE. GC SESSION. R&H. June 19, 1970. p.9,10. (Emphasis ours.)

GLENDALE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH. May 24,1975.

Mr. C.F.Davis,
Box 126
Danville, Wa. 99121.

Dear Brother Davis:

Your communication is the only one that I have received regarding my article.

You want a reference for my statement regarding "SANCTIFICATION BY FAITH -- this is the message of the HOLY PLACE."
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When I taught my classes I would tap my head indicating that it was from there that the ideas emerged. When I preach and when I write I throw out thoughts. Take them, use what you can, junk the rest, and may the Lord richly bless you. Cordially,

LH:vy  [Signed:] Leslie Harding

THIS IS A COMMENTARY = NOT on Leslie Harding = but on the great Body of Seventh-day Adventists = convened in GC Session in 1970 = representative Delegates from all over the World = they LISTENED = NOT=ONE=SAID=A=WORD! This went out across Mountains, Lakes, Oceans, Continents = in the R&H = again they READ = NOT=ONE=SENT=IN=AN=OBJECTION! Is this church DEAD = but not Forgotten?

THINK = that it is supposed to be the Seventh-day Adventist Religion = that Christ went OUT of the HOLY PLACE = and IN to the MOST HOLY PLACE = in 1844. It has been stated by many that without these SANCTUARY TRUTHS = our people have no reason for existing. So how is it that we can turn Christ into a PANTHEISTIC PHANTOM that we FLOAT IN + OUT of HOLY PLACES or way out in the OUTER COURT = and no ADVENTIST says: "BOO!" (NO OBJECTION in 5 years!) [Not a MAN in Israel = they had all LEFT!]

"Run to and fro through the streets of Jerusalem, and see now, and know, and seek in the broad places thereof, if ye can find a MAN, if there be any that executeth JUDGMENT, that seeketh the TRUTH, and I will pardon it."

"And I sought for a MAN among them, that should make up the hedge, and stand in the gap before me for the land, that I should not destroy it: but=I=found=NONE." Jer.5:1.

"The work of restoration + reform carried on by the returned exiles, under the leadership of Zerubbabel, Ezra, and Nehemiah, presents a picture of a work of SPIRITUAL RESTORATION that is to be wrought in the CLOSING DAYS of this earth's history. THE REMNANT OF ISRAEL...A FEEBLE PEOPLE...repair the waste cities...The repairer of the breach, The restorer of PATHS to dwell in...a people who, in a time of general departure from TRUTH + RIGHTEOUSNESS, are seeking to RESTORE the PRINCIPLES that are the FOUN- DATION of the Kingdom of God. They are repairers of a breach that has been made (by the Awakening) in God's LAW...this=remnant=people=who=build=the=WALL..."

"In the Time of the End...GOD'S=REMNANT=PEOPLE, standing before the World as REFORMERS, are to show that the -67-"
LAW=OF=GOD is the FOUNDATION of all enduring REFORM...
THey are the Repairers of the Breach." PK 677-8,182, 392,639,705,591,675,605. RH A4:42. A5:387. 3T:571,62.

REPAIR THIS BREACH IN THE WALL =

1970 = a strange Document appeared in the Ranks of the
Church. This was not something done in a Corner. This
was featured over their largest Telecast Programme =
given first Billing. Given away by the Semi-Trailer
Truck Loads = to be Sure to Contaminate the World with
it and PROVE to the EVANGELICAL FOUNDATION as they AVOW-
ED=TO=PROVE in that:"QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" Book by
FROOM=ANDERSON + Company. "FAITH FOR TODAY" = that we
were "ONE" with them = as their Under-Cover Agent and
Whipping-Boy (RDB) is also out to PROVE! ONE=WITH=BABY=
LON! VOTED in General Conference Autumn Council Reso-
lution to teach:"IN COMMON" with ALL the other Churches!
Somehow they have the Idea that this is the:"LOUD CRY!"
REASON ENOUGH FOR: "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST." MAXWELL.
You can now have TUCKER tuck you to Sleep with that one.
THE GREATEST BED-TIME STORY OF ALL TIME! From his Office
at the "SIGNS OF THE TIMES."

-------------------------------------------

ANOTHER LETTER=

Mr. C.F. Davis,
Box 33,
Danville, Wa. 99121.

Dear Brother Davis:

Yours are the only two letters we have received in
criticism of Elder Maxwell's book, a book that has done
a lot of good. Elder Maxwell tried to make things as
vivid as possible, and we are glad for that.

If there is anything that Jesus emphasized in His
ministry on earth, it was the need of watching. He said
"lest coming suddenly, He find you sleeping." He said
that we would not know the day or hour of His coming.
I take it, then, that we would not know the day and the
hour of His starting to come. Let us then lay the empha-
sis where it belongs, on the need for watching, and not
on some idea that would give us unlimited time ahead.

Quoting from your letter of October 30, (Sept.30),
you change that Elder Maxwell stated on page 78 that"He
[Christ] will walk on the earth and heal all on a global
scale."
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I'm sorry that on page 78 I cannot find the word "walk," and neither can I find the word "earth." You must have a different edition than mine. I simply read: "Now He is about to do it again, on a global scale." The walking you are thinking of must have been done in Galilee some 2,000 years ago. When Christ comes the second time, His faithful people, some in hospitals, some in mental homes, will certainly be healed, and Christ will not have to "walk" to do it. Elder Maxwell is certainly orthodox in his statements. If you are an Adventist you certainly know that "we which are alive and remain, will be caught up together with them (those who have been raised from their graves) to meet the Lord in the air. There is no need of "walking" on Christ's part. He will do this by His presence in the vicinity of earth.

Yours in the "blessed hope."

(Signed:) J. Ivan Crawford, Signs of the Times

Editor, Lawrence Maxwell
Publisher, Pacific Press Publishing Association
1350 Villa Street, Mountain View, California 94040
Telephone (415) 961-2323.

Ship of Fools — led by Captain Kangaroo.
(Before we prove that — we go to another LETTER.)

OLIVER E. THOMPSON, M.D., F.I.C.S.
13261 TRIADELPHIA MILL ROAD
CLARKSVILLE, MARYLAND 21029
(301) 286-3616 November 10, 1972.

Dear Brother:

I have just returned from Loma Linda where I had surgery. In answer to your four questions I will say:

1. That Christ may be on His way. This I believe for he has left the most Holy place and has been investigating the righteous dead since 1844. This I believe.

2. I believe He, Christ, will literally manifest His power and heal the sick in many villages before He literally comes when every eye shall see Him.

3. I don't believe He, Christ, will come before the seven last plagues.

4. Yes, I believe Satan will personate Christ and will heal the sick and claim to be Christ and "shall deceive the very elect if it were possible."
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I have great respect for the late Arthur S. Maxwell; he was one of our most fluent and best writers in the Denomination.

It is a pleasure to hear from you.
Sincerely yours,

(Signed:) Oliver E. Thompson, M.D., F.I.C.S.

In pursuing this research further = In the Letters to Friends, Relatives, and Church-Members and Officials = Bro. C.F. Davis found many who said with enthusiasm how they "enjoyed" the Maxwell Book = "especially Chapter 10 + 11" = (which are the greatest Heresy of all Time!)

Then there is the other Class, the Sly ones = when pressed to committ themselves, would say:"Well, as to the Book, I know what I believe about the 2nd Coming of Christ!" (Non-committal = tongue-tied = Neutral.) 3T:281.

THOSE THREE LETTERS =

[1] The Davis 1975 Letters to Leslie Hardinge were the FIRST protests he had received in 5 Years!
[2] The Davis 1972 Letters to the Signs of the Times were the FIRST protests they had received in 2 yrs.!
[3] What is wrong with the Dr. Thompson letter = ???

WHAT IS WRONG WITH THE VOICELESS PROPHECY = ???

In this Town there were few Adventists = but they put in a Big Drive to win Members, perhaps a $50,000.oo Programme = so Adventists converged here from all Points of the Compass = so, naturally = they had to have the VOP on the Radio. Just before I left for the South = I heard the one by HMSR (I am sure a favorite of his) = "THE WORLD'S LAST SATURDAY NIGHT." And, Lo! and Behold! if I didn't get a Copy of it also! VOP NEWS APRIL 1976.

This runs Neck and Neck with the MAXWELL BOOK. This goes along with the VOP NEWS FEBRUARY 1975. There we see on p.3 what appears to be a Metal Plaque. No doubt considered by Adventists as enduring as the Eternal Hills.

I doubt not this is a Photo of this Plaque fastened prominently somewhere in the VOP Offices. It is supposed to be a Plaque of EVENTS in their Order. And so the text conjoins. See if you can go along with this VOP Plaque:

1. The seven last plagues. 4. Righteous living changed.
2. Christ's second coming. 5. Saints ascend to heaven.
7. The binding of Satan.
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WHAT IS WRONG WITH THAT LINE-UP OF EVENTS = ???
WHAT IS WRONG WITH THE HSMR "LAST SATURDAY NIGHT?"

VOP NEWS Feb. 1975 is in opposition to VOP NEWS Apr. 1976!

VOP NEWS Feb. 1975 = p. 3: "And this globe is shattered and broken from the great conflict of ARMAGEDDON that has been waged on a global scale. Christ and His return has interrupted this dreadful conflict."

VOP NEWS April 1976 = p. 6, 7. Has no Sign of this: "Dreadful conflict!" Hard to tell which of these VOP NEWS is the WORST. Which is the MOST DECEIVING: They are just as MIXED UP as the HELL-BELIEVERS! The Hell-believers preach the DEAD straight into HEAVEN! (or Hell!) Then next Sunday they tell you Christ comes to:"RAISE THE DEAD!" How can you:"RAISE THE DEAD!" = if they are NOT DEAD? If they are ALIVE! (in Heaven or in Hell!)

VOP NEWS Feb. 1975 = p. 3 has this great "ARMAGEDDON" = HSMR-VOP-URIAH SMITH-BIBLE READINGS = style! Dead bodies strewn around this World! Neither gathered nor buried nor lamented. This Globe: "SHATTERED and BROKEN."

Yet = PARADOXICAL as it may seem = the VOP NEWS PLAQUE OF EVENTS = has the "LIVING WICKED DESTROYED" = NOT in the 7 Last Plagues = NOT in this Great Battle of ARMAGEDDON = NOT even "DESTROYED" = "...with the brightness of His COMING." 2 Thess. 2:8. But the: 6. Living wicked destroyed....after....after...after...after...5. Saints ascend to heaven.... [Is this "THE RAPTURE" Theory? VOP Style?]

If you can manage by extremely agile mental contortion = to believe that. They are not destroyed in HSMR's Version of "ARMAGEDDON" = ??? BEFORE His Coming = ???SG 3:82-3.

VOP NEWS April 1976 = p. 6-7 has NO SIGN of any:"ARMAGEDDON" = NO SIGN of any "7 LAST PLAGUES" = NO SIGN of any "GREAT EARTHQUAKE" Rev. 6:12 = NO SIGN of any "WOE, WOE, WOE, to the inhabitants of the earth by reason of the other voices of the TRUMPET of the THREE ANGELS, which are yet to SOUND!" Rev. 8:13 = NO SIGN of the WINDS being let loose and such a Scene of Strife that no Pen can Picture! Which is the Third Angel's Message! GC 651-7 = NO SIGN of any TIME=OF=TROUBLE! GC 614. No = not a SIGN! Nor is there a SIGN in that MAXWELL BOOK!

WHEN CHRIST COMES = "...everybody will CHEER + CHEER + CHEER! They will be so HAPPY...their JOY will be OVERWHELMING + UNIVERSAL." p. 60. "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST." "His LOVE for MANKIND is so LIMITLESS." p. 62.
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It may effect the Stock Market a bit. MAXWELL p.76.
But there will be NO=DEATH=DECREE=HOUR with the Wicked
burnt by 7 Last Plagues finally come to the Camp of the
Saints = NO, none of that! Why = with EVERY HOME having
"TELEVISION, TELSTAR, TELEPHONE, RADIO..." p.76 = to
get the good News hot over the Wires = and to hear a-
about all the "JOBS" = "FULL EMPLOYMENT" = by the "NEW
REGIME" = "NO=ONE=WILL=EVER=BE=AFRAID=OF=ANYTHING=OR=
ANYBODY!" p.82-3.And no one will be left out because
of wrong:"RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION!" = No, indeed! p.85.

OR TAKE IT FROM THE HMSR BOOK = "...HEAVEN upon earth."
(WHEN = ???)"...the PARADISE HOME of God's people. The
RESURRECTION=TO=IMMORTALITY will bring all the redeemed
of all ages together in=perfect=WORLD where man's
dreams of peace, life, holiness, and happiness will be
fulfilled; where God will have ONE WORLD again, ONE GOD,
ONE LAW, ONE ELEMENT...THEN comes the promise of God's
ONE WORLD restored." (shadowy pages = shadowy doctrine)
p.318-9. HMSR = "ONE WORLD." (Emphasis added.)

NOW WE GO BACK TO VOP NEWS = (you will have to read this
several Times = MARK the Key-Points to Understand it =
but slowly you will get the Pattern of what these PSY-
CHOLOGISTS that do not have an OUNCE of Religion = are
up to = as they SWING you into Line with JW = HWA = JEWS
of Tel Aviv = BILLY GRAHAM = EVANGELICALS = CATHOLICS =
just as they AVOWED to do = bring us:"INTO COMMON" with
the other Churches! To set up the Great Image! GC 444-5.)

VOP NEWS = APRIL 1976 = no PLAGUES = no TROUBLE = no
VOICE OF GOD = no MOUNTAIN CHAINS SINKING = no ISLANDS
CARRYING THEIR LIVING FREIGHT INTO THE SEA = no SIGN OF
ANY ARMAGEDDON (HMSR TYPE OR ANY OTHER TYPE) =

but = but = but = but = (Keep cool, now!) = everything
going:"AS USUAL!" Yes! you read right! Those very words
used by HMSR on the Radio and in the Text!

NOW WATCH THIS = A Picture here = as in the R&H many
Times = Adventists are so used to it = they expect this
sort of R&H PICTURE = this sort of VOP DOCTRINE =

BUILDINGS all standing = so Maxwell's "CHRIST" can come
to HEAL the SICK in the Hospitals operating:"AS USUAL" =
INSANE ASYLUMS EMTIED as he HEALS them with:"HIS TOUCH"
(Maxwell p.77-9.)

HUNDREDS of R&H and VOP and other ARTISTS VERSIONS OF
CHRIST COMING and THEN the BUILDINGS=FIRST=COME=DOWN!
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WATCH NOW! The Voice of God the DAY and HOUR of Christ's Coming = RIGHT? So He has not come yet = RIGHT? In fact He does not come that DAY = ??????? Because the Voice of God gives the "DAY" = "DAY" = "DAY" = of His Coming = ??????? Well, the "VOICE OF GOD" also has a BEAUTIFUL "EARTHQUAKE" = ?????? Such as the World has never seen nor ever will see = RIGHT?

So this brings ALL the BUILDINGS DOWN = RIGHT? BEFORE CHRIST COMES = ??????? LONG BEFORE = !!! No EARTHQUAKE has ever been seen like that EARTHQUAKE = ??????? Yet EARTHQUAKES in recent MONTHS have killed 80% and more = RIGHT?

(Are you UNDERLINING the IMPORTANT TRUTHS = ??? Then will you UNDERLINE THIS =)

THEN HOW COME ALL THOSE ADVENTIST PICTURES OF CHRIST COMING AND THEN THE SUDDEN EARTHQUAKE = ???????

THIS TRUTH = THE TRUTH OF THIS MATTER = also puts a sudden HALT to the DUMB Gabbling of all the AWAKENING JESTERS MARCH 1972 FRED WRONG = MAY 1972 ROBERT BRINSMEAD = DECEMBER 1974 WILLIAM GROTHEER = MAY 1972 HEPPENSTALL =

that CHARACTER=NATURE CHANGE can be made when Christ comes! How are you going to work that on DEAD=BODIES=STREWN=FROM=ONE=END=OF=EARTH=TO=THE=OTHER = ????????????????????????????????

So you see what it means to depart from the Truth and draw those DUMB SDA ARTIST'S PICTURES = RIGHT? Of these people coming out of the ALL=ELECTRIC KITCHEN to see Christ coming! The Dresses all ironed just SO = !!! Every pleat in place = !!! The men with the latest SUITS on! WHITE SHIRTS = NO=RING=AROUND=THE=COLLAR = RIGHT?

This is your Idea of the AFTERMATH of the TIME=OF=TROUBLE, the 7=LAST=PLAGUES, and the VOICE=OF=GOD=HOUR = ???

HMSR in his VOICELESS PROPHECY = has it as it was with SODOM + GOMORRAH!! "It was the SAME with SODOM and GOMORRAH. Business was going on AS USUAL..."Even thus shall it be in the day when the Son of man is revealed." verse 30. Sin, business, eating, drinking, regular Saturday-night life going on AS USUAL...Get ready for the world's LAST SATURDAY NIGHT." VOP NEWS APRIL 1976 p.7. (Emphasis added.)

"SATURDAY NIGHT IN TOWN! The streets are full of people - some shopping, others on their way to places of amusement. Wages have been paid, now they are being spent. It's an exciting night...These latter-day conditions will=continue=right=up=to=the=last=day=of=this=dispensation...THE=WORLD'S LAST=SATURDAY=IGHT=
CAN YOU BEAT THIS = ??? (You are giving $500.00 a year of God's money for this = ??? And you expect a:"WELL DONE!"

"As they feel the earth shaking and hear the trumpet sounding in the clouds, they will surge forth in consternation from crowded theaters, nightclubs, palatial residences, costly apartments and condominiums, business houses, from everywhere, to prostrate themselves before the coming of the Son of man "in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory." Matt. 24:30...

"They will pray for the great buildings to fall on them... It was the SAME with Sodom + Gomorrah. Business was going on AS USUAL. They ate, they drank, they went to the best restaurants, to the popular bars, they did business, they bought, they sold, they built." p.6-7.

VOP NEWS APRIL 1976.

Dressed up with the usual SDA ARTISTS PICTURES of huge Sky-Scraper BUILDINGS now breaking in pieces and coming down, the streets JAMMED with HUMAN Hordes.

THE VOICE OF GOD = BEFORE Christ comes =(for He gives the Day + Hour of His coming) = the FEW wicked that SURVIVE the 7 Last Plagues are at the Camp of the Saints = these by some Miracle = have SURVIVED the World-wide "PESTILENCE" Isa. 10:22-3. 28:22. Jer.14:12. A Worldwide WAR(not Armageddon.) 1T:268,270. RH A1:40. Worldwide FAMINE = 7 Last Plagues = and FINALLY this massive EARTHQUAKE which sends whole Islands carrying their living Freight into the Sea = Mountain Chains sinking, and after this DEATH-DEGREE HOUR = they HACK each other to pieces = EN 282. GC 656.

But this Fake = this Voiceless Prophecy = has not a Ripple in the Ocean = Power-Lines all intact = no Labor disputes = Gas-Lines all functioning = everything going: "AS USUAL!" (Confusing the:"COMING" to Judgment in the SEALING = confusing that with the:"COMING" in the Clouds.)

Then - as is the way with the Unstable who play to Death whatever Theme they happen to be Propogating at the Time = he knows how to show CARNAGE = the World on Fire = at his "GREAT BATTLE OF ARMAGEDDON" VOP NEWS AUGUST 1976.

Not keeping up with the Times and with other SDA Writers in the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE who have:"ARMAGEDDON" what it REALLY is = the Climax of the SPIRITUAL WARFARE = but he prefers URIAH SMITH (CATHOLIC=PRESBYTERIAN) versions (as did DANIELS and made such a Fool of himself and the Church in 1915 =)  -74-
The Battle of Armageddon, which has its first phase just before the coming of Christ, and is interrupted by His coming, will be renewed and will reach its final phase at the end of the 1,000 years, or the millennium...

(All end up DEAD = DEAD for 1,000 years = but it is the SAME BATTLE = ?? with DIFFERENT participants? I would like to say:"HOW STUPID CAN YOU GET?" = but many write me and ask me to keep from Exploding. So I better just say this MALARKY is not found ANYWHERE in BIBLE or in TESTIMONIES. (Unless from Uriah Smith in Bible Readings or the fixed up GC = ???) One of them is ARMAGEDDON to mark the END of the World. The other is GOG + MAGOG to mark the END of the WICKED. For all Time.)

(Both of them do have one thing in common = they are NOT fighting each other = Rev. 17:13 and Rev.18:3 as well as Rev.16:13-4 tell us they are of:"ONE MIND" = with ONE INTENTION = DESTROY=THE-SAINTS=IN=THE=DEATH=DECREE=HOUR! But HMSR prefers URIAH SMITH = HWA = JW = JEWS OF TEL AVIV = CATHOLIC = BILLY GRAHAM = EVANGELICAL Versions of a BATTLE between NATIONS = !!!!)

AFRICA, ASIA, and EUROPE. In a physical sense, this great war or conflict will CENTER THERE according to the prophecy. The area of the NEAR EAST is the very center of world tension. There are six Bible prophecies that point to the HOLY LAND as the CENTER...Zech. 14:1,2. Zech. 12:2. Joel 3:2. Dan.11:45. Dan.12:1. Eze. 38:1-8. Rev.16:16...No man knows beforehand the EXACT ORDER OF EVENTS..." VOP NEWS. Aug. 1976.

In these Bible verses he pictures:"JERUSALEM" as the CENTER of the HOLOCAUST = a "Confederacy of NATIONS coming against the Holy Land" p.5. VOP NEWS. And, of course = "JERUSALEM" (THE JEWS) will WIN!

So once again = as they did with KIAKER BILL, as they did with ADOLPH HITLER, they throw their Hat in with the "WINNING SIDE" = this Time the JEW. So they give "THESE TIMES" COPYRIGHTS of Adventist Doctrine and Illustrations to N.J. Italian (American)Jew = the Hottest "OIL" (Holy Spirit) CHARISMATIC POWER=HEALER SPIRIT-SALESMAN in the World! "DEEPER LIFE" MORRIS CERULLO WORLD EVANGELISM, Box 700, San Diego, Calif. 92138. Thus the "ONE-WORLD-GOVERNMENT" advocates are finding each other.

Thus the "FOOLISH VIRGINS" have made their choice. Going to those who:"SELL!" in the Common-Market Place. ONE=WITH THE=HELL=BELIEVERS! Thus they are GUILTY of BLOOD! -75-
MAXWELL and the Adventist Leadership that FEATURED that Book = "Man the World needs Most" p.90-l. Had more than a little to do with setting up the Tel Aviv Regime. This MORRIS CERULLO = with Adventist COPYRIGHTS used in his "DANIEL" and "REVELATION" magazines handed to EVERY=JEW=IN=ISREAL = went the Rounds TWICE or THREE TIMES! EGGING THEM ON to National and World SUICIDE! Now is going with that Propaganda to EVERY=JEW=IN=THE=WORLD!

HOW DO WE KNOW HE IS A FALSE PROPHET = ???

[1] Because the Adventists are backing him. If you would see the List of what Adventists have been backing = that have FAILED! KIAER BILL = ADOLPH HITLER = BILLY GRAHAM IN HIS KEY '73 = AND NOW THE JEW!

[2] Who is a HELL-BELIEVER = SUNDAY-KEEPER. Just like BOB LARSON and other EXORCISTS they are BACKING!

[3] They are ONE with the SHEPHERDS ROD and YAHVISTS!

[4] This MORRIS CERULLO predicts PEACE for ISREAL for the next 2 or 3 years. Then ISRAEL will WIN! Thus they are FIRING UP THE JEW = to engulf the World in the WORST ATOMIC HOLOCAUST OF ALL TIME!p.16. DEEPER LIFE = Jan.-Feb. 1976.

[4] We do not have long to wait for another FALSE PROPHET to fail. Dr. Joseph Jeffers. KINGDOM VOICE PUBLICATIONS, PO Box 492, St. James, Missouri 65559. Leader of "YAHWEH POWER" = a "Woman" the other side of "Venus" gives him the latest Predictions = RUSSIA will attack AMERICA = in the next 3 months if I re-member correctly. I have written for his Papers.

[5] 2 1/2 MILLION (SDA-CERULLO) "PROPHETIC BOOKS" have been distributed to egg on the Jews to SELF-SUICIDE! By the End of 1976 the Plan is to reach 3 MILLION MORE! POWER-PARTNERS-IN-PROPHECY!

THEY WILL FAIL BECAUSE = "And ye shall hear of WARS and rumors of WARS"..."All these things must come to pass, but the END[of the Jewish Nation as a Nation] is not yet. For Nation shall rise against Nation, and Kingdom against Kingdom: and there shall be FAMINES, and PESTILENCES, and EARTHQUAKES, in divers places. ALL=THESE=ARE=THE=BEGINNING=OF=SORROWS." As the RABBIS see these Signs, Christ said, they will declare that they are God's judgments on the Nations for holding his chosen people in bondage. They will say that these SIGNS are the tokens of the advent of the Messiah.[been saying that for 5 years!] BE NOT=DECEIVED; they are the BEGINNING of his judgments. The JEWISH(see DA 628 = this word LEFT OUT by some SDA). 
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"The JEWISH people have looked to themselves. They have not repented and been converted, that I should heal them. The SIGNS that they argue as tokens of their release from bondage are SIGNS of their DESTRUCTION." RH A3:632. Dec. 13,1898. (See also pages 336,365-6,633.) DA 628,635,739,387.

It is at the very TIME when the False Teachers (NOT Uriah Smith's "NATIONS!") = but when the False Time-Prophets are saying:"PEACE + SAFETY!" that SUDDEN destruction comes

[1] Those who are looking for WAYMARK TABLES OF STONE "ARK" Theories = are saying:"PEACE + SAFETY!" Be not alarmed, no SEALING in Sight = just wait for me (the False Prophet) to lead the Way!

[2] Those who are saying (the SAME people!) that the SDA LAODICEAN WORLD-LOVING CHURCH will see you thru = are:"DUMB DOGS THAT WILL NOT BARK" and the Sword of the Avenging Angel hangs over their Head! 5T:211.

[3] The "VOICELESS" PROPHECY has been toning down on the SoP UNWANTED TRUTHS of the [A] Close of Probation after a SEALING of 144,000. [B] The 7 Last Plagues are Taboo BILLY GRAHAM might not LIKE them. [C] ARMAGEDDON is not the "DEATH-DECREE VOICE=OF=GOD" HOUR. NOT a Battle in the Day of the Lord between DENOMINATIONS = but a Physical WAR among NATIONS! As the World and URIAH SMITH want it. Out of which the JEWS in OLD JERUSALEM will emerge VICTORIOUS! Along with HMSR. [D] Instead of all the Wicked being DEAD before the Lord as:"The whole earth shall be ABLAZE...a FIRE shall DEVOUR BEFORE him...A FIERY STREAM shall issue and come forth from BEFORE him." PP 339. SG 3:82-3. EW 52-4,295. MB 126. SoP 1:82-4. 1884 GC=SoP 4:474(657). PP 101-110,34.

THAT IS WHY = the ONE-WORLD-GOVERNMENT ENGLISH-JEW MAXWELL BOOK. The HMSR "ONE WORLD." The VOP EVENT CHART leaving Room for the:"RAPTURE" so the Saints ARISE before the WICKED are DESTROYED! As we see in VOP NEWS AUGUST 1975. "There are only two destinies before us: to be CAUGHT UP to meet the Lord in the air, or-to-be-left-here..."p.6. (How is that possible = or how can MAXWELL find all the Hospitals + Insane Asylums operating:"AS USUAL" = so that "Christ" can come and "Heal" them with his:"TOUCH!"p.78. Or CRAWFORD of the "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" doing this from the Clouds = if = if = if = if =

"...a short period PREVIOUS to the Coming of Christ... a GREAT EARTHQUAKE, such as was not since men were upon the Earth, so MIGHTY an EARTHQUAKE and so GREAT. And every ISLAND fled away, and the MOUNTAINS were not found. And there fell upon men a GREAT HAIL..."
out of Heaven, every Stone about the weight of a Talent;
[Crudens = (TALENT) = 342 pounds to 7,200 pounds.] and men
BLASPHEMED God (how many HOSPITALS = SKY-SCRAPERS = HOUSES
left standing and operating: "AS USUAL?" on the: "LAST
SATURDAY NIGHT?")
(SG 3:82.)

How many WICKED can be given a "CHANGE" of CHARACTER-
NATURE for MARIE IRELAND = GROTHEER = HELEN CUNNINGHAM =
WRONG OLD WRIGHT FRED = ROBERT DANIEL BRINSMEAD = HUDSON =
DURST = WEEK-OF-PRAYER or R&H COR SPECIALS = MAXWELL =
SIGNS-OF-THE-ADVENTIST-TIMES CRAWFORD = JW = HWA = BILLY
BABYLON GRAHAM = JEWS OF TEL AVIV = TUCKER = FAGAL = HMSR =
or 850 other Priests of Baal and Jezebel's Lover-Boys of the
Groves = Pimps for the 8T:250 Harlot! Jezebel-Laodicea!
Who "WAIT ABOUT" the Sanctuary for this MAGIC + MIRACLE!
(What if they are all DEAD = DEAD = DEAD = ????????????)
(All the Buildings DOWN and NOT=ONE=CITY INHABITED SINCE
the 2nd + 3rd Plagues of BLOOD=IN=THE=TIRES=IN=THE=BASE=
MENT drove them OUT into the Hills! ("As ye did unto My
Holy Apostles = SO=SHALL=IT=BE=DONE=TO=YOU=AGAIN!)
See the roving "Mobs" going from contaminated House to con-
taminated (and Radio-Active) House = ravenously hungry
and diseased = dropping in their Tracks = neither Gather-
emed nor Lamented nor Buried. (Who is there to bother?)
WORSE than the PLAGUES of Egypt. GC 627-9. A THOUSAND
shall fall at thy side, and TEN THOUSAND at thy right
hand; but it shall not come nigh thee. GC 630.)
But, no, no, no = none of that! AMSR's "UNLIMITED LOVE!"
would not allow that! And MAXWELL will have them: "CHEER!
and CHEER! and CHEER! They will be so HAPPY!!" p. 60/5

"PEACE + SAFETY!" = "The Advent of Christ will SURPRISE
the FALSE Teachers. They are saying, "PEACE + SAFETY."
Like the Priests + Teachers before the fall of JERUSALEM,
they look for THE CHURCH to enjoy earthly PROSPERITY
(winning "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES" THAT NO FROOM CAN NUM-
BER!) and GLORY. The SIGNS-OF-THE-TIMES they interpret
as foreshadowing this. But what saith the word of Inspi-
ration? - "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM."... It
comes to THEM as a prowling Thief." DA 635,626,739-740.

"Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye OUT to meet Him."
MANY who hear the MESSAGE - by far the greater number -
will not credit the solemn Warning...Come when it may,
the Advent of Christ will SURPRISE the FALSE Teachers
who are saying,"Peace + Safety," "all=things=continue=as=they=were=from=the=beginning." Thus saith the word
of Inspiration, "SUDDEN destruction cometh upon them."
...as a prowling Thief." TM 233. -78-
NO "VOICE OF GOD" = NO PLAGUES = NO EARTHQUAKE = NO HAIL OF STONES THE WEIGHT OF A TALENT = but the SDA SIGNS OF THE TIMES = (p.69 Crawford Letter:) "When Christ comes the second time, His faithful people, some in hospitals, some in mental homes, WILL=CERTAINLY=BE=HEALED, and Christ will not have to "walk" to do it...He will do it by His presence in the vicinity of earth.

Yours in the "blessed hope."  

Signs of the Times.

Thus with one swipe of the Pen = they do away with the Third Angel's Message having HEALTH REFORM so God's people will NOT be in the Hospitals although some maybe in the DUNGEONS of the Insane Asylums "left to Die." But there will be NO NEED of:"CLEARING THE MINDS OF THE INSANE" = (INSANE MAXWELL BOOK p.78-9.) for God's people will:
(A) NOT be Insane. (B) Will NOT be in any Buildings at this Time = for the GREAT EARTHQUAKE will have burst open and released them from the DUNGEONS. (C) Before the Time of Trouble = those too Old, too Weak, too Young to go thru the Plagues = will be:"LAID-TO-REST." CH 375.

I do not believe even ONE Hospital or Asylum will be FIT to Run = nor could they find those to Run them = dead Bodies strewn thru the corridors = where they DROPPED!

These Institutions will be the very Breeding Grounds for the World-Wide Pestilence. PT 32. RH Al:11.

Did you never read where Satan and his Agents will:"HEAL" the Sick. [With their Potions + Notions + Needles + Shots + Antibiotics = which:"SOW THE SEEDS" of the Plagues!CDF 386, MM 273. 6T:371.] No merciful Hand of God will PREVENT it then! But this:"HEALING" of Satan = GC 560-2,612,624. SM 2:51-4,95,100,24,50. 1884 SoP 4:511. 1T:302. 6T:400-1. RH A4:262,570. Going to B.C. 7,125.

"The HAIL shall sweep away the Refuge of LIES...the overflowing SCOURGE shall pass through, then shall ye be trodden down by it." GC 562.(379.) "Through SPIRITUALISM, Satan APPEARS...to the children of men as a GREAT PHYSICIAN who can HEAL all their maladies, HE=WILL=BRING=DISEASE=AND=DISASTER, until populous Cities are reduced to RUIN + DESOLATION. Even NOW he is at Work..." GC 589.(406.)

"...and THOUSANDS perish by the PESTILENCE." GC 590.(408.)

Some special "PLAGUE" is reserved for the:"MULTITUDE" winning Preachers (EW 282. GC 656.) as their FLESH shall consume away while they STAND upon their Feet [because they would not:"STAND!" for the Truth! EW 69.] -79-
and their EYES shall consume away in their Holes [because they refused to LOOK at the Truth!] TM 233. and their TONGUES shall consume away in their Mouth. [because they would not TELL the Truth!] GC 606-8. GC 657(474-5.)

So you thought they were going to LEAD=YOU=THROUGH? Straight thru to: "HELL!" R&H Aug.1,1893. A3:69. DA 489.

"OUR MINISTERS are not doing their whole duty...THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES should be kept FRESH before their minds...When these things are dwelt upon as they SHOULD be, SCOFFERS will be DEVELOPED who walk after their own LUSTS, saying,"...all=things=continue=as=they=were=from=the=Beginning"...But "when THEY shall say, PEACE + SAFETY; then SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM." "But ye, Brethren, are NOT in DARKNESS, that that day should overtake YOU as a Thief." THANK GOD, all will NOT be rocked=to=Sleep in the Cradle of CARNAL SECURITY. There will be FAITHFUL ones who will discern the SIGNS=OF=THE TIMES. While a LARGE NUMBER professing "PRESENT TRUTH" will DENY their "FAITH" by their WORKS, there will be SOME who will endure unto the End." 5T:9,10. 1881.

What will you do about the "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER" that constitute this a "NEW ORGANIZATION" SM 1:204 = that we are NOT to: "JOIN!" SM 2:390 = for that would mean APOSTASY from the TRUTH! [or do you VOTE that they HAVE the TRUTH = ??? Your TITHE is your VOTE = will you continue to give them $500.00 a Year for their drawing that PLEASING FABLE of the END = and everything "CONTINUING=AS=THEY=WERE..." = ??? "ART THOU THY BROTHER'S KEEPER?"]

"In the DAY of the Lord, just before (REPEAT: "JUST BEFORE"), just before the Coming of Christ, [is this the Picture you get from HMSR VOP NEWS = that MAXWELL BOOK featured by FAGAL + TUCKER = and the FAKE DRAWINGS made by R&H ARTISTS FOR DECADES! as long as people are credulous and soft-minded, and as long as their WISHES determine their "FAITH!" Then the CHARADE must go on and another 100 MILLION FOOLED by the Adventists!]

"As in earlier ages, the SPECIAL TRUTHS for this time are found, NOT with the ecclesiastical AUTHORITIES, but with men and women who are not too learned or too wise TO BELIEVE the Word of God." COL 79.

THE WORD OF GOD = "In the Day of the Lord, JUST BEFORE the Coming of Christ, God will send LIGHTNINGS from Heaven in his WRATH, which will UNITE with FIRE in the Earth." -80-
"The MOUNTAINS will BURN like a Furnace, and will pour out terrible streams of lava, DESTROYING gardens + fields, villages + cities...WHOLE RIVERS WILL BE DRIED UP. The earth will be convulsed, and there will be dreadful Eruptions and EARTHQUAKES EVERYWHERE. [But the R&H Artists have them coming out of their all-electric Kitchens = and HMSR has them BUYING + SELLING:"AS USUAL!" right thru the LAVA!] What a deceitful and lying Generation!

"GOD WILL PLAGUE the wicked inhabitants of the earth until they are DESTROYED from off it. (and the Blood will come to the Horse's Bridles!)

"The SAINTS are PRESERVED in the earth in the midst of these dreadful COMMOTIONS, as Noah was preserved in the Ark...CHRIST=APPEARS=IN=HIS=GLORY..." SG 3:82-3. SoP 1:84.

(How I thank the Lord that I was able to put this on Paper. Satan tried to make me go Blind while doing it. Thank the Lord for those who supplied the Press - the Paper = the Envelopes = the Stamps. Was it you = ???)

The only:"WORKS" the Bible ever Condemned was the:"UNFRUITFUL WORKS of DARKNESS!" The WORKS of the DEAD CHURCH in the MIDNIGHT HOUR! Is all for NOTHING! 1T:279-287. They compass Land and Sea to make one Proselyte, and when he is made, ye make him TWOFOLD MORE the child of HELL than yourselves. Matt. 23:15. Woe unto you - Scribes and Pharisees, Hypocrites! 3T:193. 1T:331. SM 2:376. DA 280.

You have found in this Paper = more Straight Testimony Present. Truth then you have ever seen on any ONE Publication in your Life! You have seen more Adventist LIES than you ever knew existed! What are you going to DO about it - that is the Question. "So Apostasy in the Church will prepare the way for the Image to the Beast." GC 444-5.

By teaching:"IN COMMON" with BABYLON! No! They are not: "BABYLON!" = only the:"MERCHANTS" thereof!

FROOM'S FOLLY = instead of his great "MULTITUDES" that he would haul into the Church = from GC Session 1970 to Vienna '75 = they LOST 395,000 Members who couldn't take it ANYMORE! Many of 20 + 30 year Membership! "395,000... who APOSTATIZED...during the past 5 years...in the Church for anywhere from 8 to 10 years, ON-THE-AVERAGE." p.7 R&H. July 14,1975. [And what Riff-Raff did they take IN to take their Place?] THE BIGGEST CHURCH is now OUT OF THE CHURCH! SDA MINISTRY June 1967. p.39. -81-
NIPWIVES = (men = ???)

A profound Insight into the Testimony Instruction:
By Brother & Sister Elvin Haworth, 356 Upper Applegate,
Jacksonville, Oregon. 97530.

TRAINING + DUTIES OF PHYSICIANS =

| CH 340 | angels accompany, to sickroom |
| MM 231 | competent, should teach without the use of drugs |
| MM 122 | must follow no tradition, custom, or practice condemned by God |
| CH 365 | live by laws given at Mt. Sinai |
| MM 62 | should not follow pattern of world |
| SM 2:280 | treat sick on hygienic principles |
| MM 140 | converted women should be trained as |
| MM 61 | SDA should follow Bible plan, women only to act as Midwives |
| 9T:176 | men should not act as Midwives, out of harmony with Sinai law |
| CH 365 | skillful women physicians should act as |
| CH 365 | at childbirth, women 9T:176 |
| CH 363-4 | delicate treatments to women by women |
| CH 363 | exposure of woman patient to man is wrong |
| CH 364 | woman patient alone with male physician, no |
| SG3+4:137 | prescribing slow poisons to cure disease, no |
| CH 365 | taking liberties with women contrary to laws of chastity, must not, no |
| TM 145 | ministers also should be distrustful of self |
| PK 141 | refuse to excuse or palliate evil |
| 1T:419 | labor incessantly to combat fanaticism |
| 4T:445 | wide-awake, not blind following blind 1T:442 |
| 5T:80 | follow science falsely so-called, God cannot use in any part of Last Work, self exalted |
| 3T:552 | loving to have his vanity flattered |
| GW 437 | lulling church-members to sleep |
| 2T:337 | asleep himself |
| 1T:381 | familiar with opposite sex 5T:594, 602. GW 125 |
| 1T:433 | day's journey from God. RH A2:72. TM 144. |
| 1T:470 | should teach health-reform 6T:376. CH 431, 449 |
| 8T:37 | preachers both asleep 2T:337. |
| 2T:300-6 | woman violates marriage vows confiding family |
| 7T:262 | troubles secrets alone with minister-doctor |
| Ev.460-1 | woman in trouble, go to women who rule well |
| COL 248 | their own house, no appearance of evil |
| 5T:616-7 | ministers, physicians, members = should not listen to faults alone but Matt. 18:15-20. AA 304. |

-82-
THE MARK OF THE BEAST =

(1) "When the early Church became CORRUPTED by...accepting HEATHEN RITES + CUSTOMS, she LOST the SPIRIT and POWER of God." GC 443. Then the Testimony goes on to call this:"APOSTASY."

(2) "So APOSTASY in the Church will prepare the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST...having a FORM of Godliness but denying the POWER thereof." "Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the LATTER TIMES some shall depart from the Faith, (not=from=the=Church! they=will=be=the=Head=of=the=Church! See this in the ABOMINATION CHAPTER = Eze. 8:16-18. 5T:211. Standing there to the Bitter End!)

"Shall depart from the Faith, giving heed to seducing spirits + doctrines of Devils." GC 444. See them "IN OUR PULPITS!" TM 409.

(3) This Testimony shows that when they lose the Spirit and Power of God they do 2 Things: (A) They UNITE with the Ministry of the other Churches=as shown in GC 445=(the next Page:) = they pass an Autumn Council Resolution to teach:"IN COMMON" with the other Churches! R&H. Dec. 18,1969. p.20. So the keeping of EASTER on SUNDAY will be both:"EASY!" and "POPULAR!" (WHY! They MUST do it = to win Souls!) 5T:81,136,463,211-2. (B) When they lose the Spirit + Power of God = they resort to LAW! They are now calling in LAWYERS to Washington to Aid + Abett them, since they know they have lost their Power. R&H. Jan.31, 1974. p.11. Dec.4,1975. p.14. (BURBANK CHURCH = TO LAW!)


(4) NICHOLS wrote in the R&H = that we are keeping CHRIST-MASS = but that we NEVER no NEVER = could keep EASTER for that is POSITIVELY keeping SUNDAY, and those, who = know- ing Better = keep SUNDAY = receive the "MARK=OF=THE=BEAST!"

So therefore we never, no = NEVER = could keep EASTER.

(5) Two years later he was commissioned by the Big-Wigs of the Church to take Pen in hand = and write for the R&H Family = WHY we must OPEN the SDA CHURCHES for EASTER SUNRISE SERVICES = with the other Churches and Choirs! One of these "EASTERS" = we shall see if the "Voice of God" = is above the "Voice of God!"

(6) In "IMPROVING" the Testimonies = "ENFORCEMENT" of SUN- day was ADDED 6 TIMES = where the ORIGINAL 1884 SOP 4:28T = did not have it = ONCE! And so Adventists everywhere are looking for "SUNDAY" to be:"ENFORCED!" = but Satan is not that DUMB = !!!!

(C)
(7) There are 2 Phases to SUNDAY-KEEPING. (A) LIFTED OUT of your GC = 4 pages that dealt with the:"SNARES=OF=SATAN" 1884 SOP 4:337-340. (TM 472-5.) = how Satan would seek to "ENSNAKE" the "People of God" into the "GREAT MEN" of the Seventh-day Adventist Church would act as:"DECOYS" to get others to go by:"FAITH ALONE!" = downgrade the LAW as the President of the Conference is now doing. In the most important Meeting ever held among the Adventist Leadership in which he proposes just what EGW said they would do =

Let the Banner trail in the Dust = keep the SABBATH and the TRUTH about HELL = OUT=OF=SIGHT = so they can Preach just=like=the=BABYLONIANS! To "WIN" them = to WHAT? (WATCH the clever Psychology of how they will bring these things in LATER! AGAIN = EXACTLY as the SOP said they would do = then the next Step = leave these=precious truths=out=completely! AS=THEY=LIKE=THE=POPULARITY=SO=MUCH=THEY=WILL = "JOIN" the other Churches! GC 608. 5T: 463,136,211-2.

(8) All this, of course = is the Heart and Soul of the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE. (Write for FREE Copy from ANN DeMICHAEL, 2924 Penny Lane, YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio. 44515.)

(9) "...seeking to separate him from God by ALLURING TEMPTATIONS. When these=do=not=succeed = THEN a COMPELLING POWER is employed to FORCE the Conscience." 1884 SOP 4: 428. GC 610. (GC 135,580,592,448,622,626.) TM 473. PK 188.

(10) "Those who, UNDERSTANDING the claims of the 4th Commandment, CHOOSE [no FORCE needed! to receive the "MARK!"] CHOOSE to observe the FALSE in place of the TRUE SABBATH, are thereby paying homage to that Power by which alone it is commanded...is the reception of the MARK." 1884 SOP 4: 281. GC 448-9.

(11) "As the Storm approaches..." 1884 SOP 4:426. GC 608. (Not here yet! Did not HAVE to do it! and they keep SUNDAY! As well as TEACH the SAME as the OTHER CHURCHES!)

(12) WHO does this = and WHY = ??? Those who go Step by Step with them = keep XMASS = EASTER = STYLES = HOLY PICTURE IMAGES = CROSSES = WAR-MONGERING = DOPE + DRUG PEDDLING [Legalized of course!] = "I AM SAVED!" = "FAITH ALONE!" = STEP after STEP after STEP = will take the "LAST STEP" also = and find it:"EASY!" and "POPULAR!" [WATCH them next EASTER!] 5T:81,136,463. We will then be:"Perhaps SEPARATELY and ALONE!" 5T:463.

"The Angel is to place a MARK upon the forehead of all who are SEPARATED from SIN and SINNERS, and the destroying Angel will follow, to slay utterly both Old and Young." [And he begins with the Leaders of the SDA Church.][Who are still in the Pulpits!] (D) 5T:505,211,463.
Applegate is the Post Office, but Medford is the Big City. RUCH is the actual Haworth Estate as you see on the Alseth there we plunged into the California Jungle. We tangled in Lower Adventosisia. But came away with Witch-Doctor Paraphrasis Shrunken-Heads, even a Pipe of Peace. What some seem to is some Awakening Home-Brew = 1960 Vintage. Now Verboten.

Dorothy Graham set up a Mission Post at Pine Grove which they refer to as "The Promised Land." An amazing woman that runs the intricate Press Machinery with Skill + Finesse.

Now that we have run off a Paging List = you can now use and give away the ORIGINAL 1884 "GREAT CONTROVERSY" with Pleasure + Confidence. BE SURE and include the Paging-List with every Book. PLACE=THEM=IN=LIBRARIES. A Missionary Work of the highest Order. DO=YOU=KNOW that many Brand New Libraries do not have one=Book by Ellen G. White? KNOW what is done with your Tithe!

1884 "GREAT CONTROVERSY" delivered in America 10 for about $12.00. INSPIRATION BOOKS, PO Box 188, Pine Grove, Calif. 95665. USA.

Have some sent to us. This is Ideal for Africa. We sent 30. Peter Shikuku Lenana School, Box 30253, Nairobi, Kenya. (East Africa.) Can use any number. Also Parcels marked: "GIFT." Send anything, needles, thread, kitchen knives, things you do not use. They can make good use of them. SEND NOW during the Christmas Season they go thru Customs easier. Under $10.00.

WHY WERE WE SO LATE WITH THIS SHIPMENT = this Mailing? We ordered Paper from another Company + the Agent carried our Cheques around in his Pocket for 6 Weeks! Would you believe it? We thank God for the 10 2924 Penny Days.